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Project overview
Gateway Village is a visionary neighbourhood being developed in the Hamlet of Bragg Creek
against the beautiful backdrop of the Elbow River and the Rocky Mountains. Locals and visitors
will enjoy a wide range of amenities including a restaurant, hotel, conference centre, spa and
range of boutique shops and housing types.
This resort-style development is intended to revitalize the Bragg Creek experience and be
positioned as both a community hub and an overnight or longer-term stay destination that
provides an inspired environment to shop, live, work, visit and gather.
A Master Site Development Plan (MSDP) has been developed that outlines the proposed
layout, amenities, architecture, open spaces and landscaping, transportation and connectivity,
utility plans and construction phasing. The MSDP was submitted to Rocky View County for
their review on December 10, 2020.
As part of the application process, the vision for the site and the elements within the MSDP
were shared with residents, local businesses and interested stakeholders throughout January
2021. This report presents and summarizes the feedback received and will be presented to
Rocky View County Council along with the MSDP in Spring 2021.
Upon approval, the plan will proceed into detailed design and engineering for development
permits, which will be submitted for each phase of construction.
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Public participation activities
Since 2014, local developer Dick Koetsier has been informally engaging adjacent property
owners, Bragg Creek residents and the business community in the future of the Hamlet and
his development plans. The ideas, feedback and support that Dick has gathered over the
years are the cornerstones of Gateway Village.
The guiding principles developed through the 2015 Bragg Creek Revitalization Plan
public engagement are also reflected in the Gateway Village MSDP. These include:
•

A compact, walkable and mixed-use Hamlet Core

•

Improved pathways and connections

•

Central open spaces and gathering areas

•

Riverfront public access

•

Increased density, affordability and housing diversity

•

Celebration of Bragg Creek’s character and unique identity

In January 2021, the project team began formally engaging local residents and businesses
and requesting feedback specific to the proposed development plans through both in-person
and online activities. This engagement also provided everyone interested or impacted with an
opportunity to ask questions and seek clarification.
A detailed overview of the proposed MSDP was posted to the project website (gateway.ca)
and stakeholders were encouraged to review the information and provide their feedback and
comments. This input was collected through an online survey that was open from January 4
to January 29, 2021. 286 survey submissions were received, with each participant taking an
average of 14 minutes to learn about the plans and answer the survey questions.
A presentation centre was established in the Old West Mall in Bragg Creek to provide the
public with the opportunity to review the plans and speak directly to the local developer Dick
Koetsier. With COVID-19 restrictions in place throughout January, individual appointments
were taken so that the number of people in the presentation centre did not exceed that
allowed by Alberta Health Services. Between January 4 and January 29, 2021, over 100 people
visited the presentation centre. Attendees were encouraged to fill out the online survey to
ensure their feedback was recorded and included in the overall engagement data.
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659

Online Participants

286

Online Survey Comments

2676 100+
In Person
Website Visits

5120

Appointments

Facebook Engagement

Facebook
Followers

227

Between January 4 and January 29, 2021

What we asked
The online survey employed a combination of multiple choice and open answer questions.
The purpose of the survey was to identify elements that stakeholders like about the proposed
plan, what they feel could be improved upon, and their overall level of support for the project.
Respondents were also given the opportunity to share any ideas they would like the project
team to consider and they were asked to provide any questions that were not covered in the
information provided.
The project team is committed to answering the questions received through this process
and a FAQ will be posted to the website (gateway.ca) in February 2021.
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What we heard
The online survey received a significant number of responses indicating an interested
and highly engaged community. 286 survey submissions were received, and of those
76% reflected support for the Gateway Village vision and proposal. 13% of respondents
indicated they are undecided about their support and 11% of respondents indicated
they do not support the development.
Of those who support Gateway Village, the most cited reason was that the Hamlet is in
need of revitalization and that this type of growth is long overdue. Respondents noted that
they are looking forward to new amenities, especially the outdoor public gathering spaces
and trails. Many also mentioned the benefits of affordable housing choices as it will allow
residents to downsize and still stay within the community. Supporters celebrate the value
this development will bring to the community in terms of economic support for existing
local businesses and more jobs for residents.
Many who are undecided or who indicated they do not support the plan expressed concern
about losing the small-town, quaint feel of the community. They identified other potential
issues including the impact of increased traffic, and some took issue with the size of the
proposed buildings and with the overall scope of the development.
The graphs, tables and comments provided in the following pages represent the input
and feedback gathered throughout the public participation survey.
All survey questions were optional so the number of responses may be different for each
question. Please note that all comments are represented verbatim, including spelling errors,
except where profanity or personal identifying information was used. Respondents were given
the option to have their names included with their survey responses. Those names are not
included in this report and have been submitted to the project team separately.
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QUESTION 1
What aspects of the Gateway Village Plan do you like? Select all that apply.

Verbatim responses to explain the choice of ‘Other’:
“Architectural elements”
“Do not like any of it”

“Some consideration should be given
for public restrooms.”

“Spa”

“I think it’s amazing! The Bragg creek community
association should me kissing your feet! Imagine
having a wedding or family reunion or corporate get
away and people having a place to stay at the hotel!”

“I like the concept as a whole”

“Positive impact on property value”

“Possibly more service businesses being
a part of proposed commercial space.”

“Infrastructure”

When asked what participants like about the Gateway Village Plan, participants most often
selected open spaces, parks and pathways followed by the provision of amenities such as
the amphitheater and ponds. Some specifically noted liking the pathway along the river’s
edge, having community gathering spaces and the opportunity for a skating pond in the winter.
All three Village areas – Residential, Hospitality and Commercial - received almost an equal
level of support, and parking and the internal road network in the village received the least
number of selections as to what respondents liked.
Participants also provided comments about liking the architectural and design elements
proposed, having more choice in retail shops and having the ability to downsize and
stay in the community.
See the verbatim responses on page 10
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QUESTION 2
What aspects do you think could be improved? Select all that apply.

Verbatim responses to explain the choice of ‘Other’:
“I don’t have any real suggestions - I believe that
this is a well thought through plan”
“Services - water, waste, internet etc...”
“High Speed Internet. Wireless in public areas”
“Just wanting to make sure the underground
parking won’t be in danger of flooding”
“I’m having a little problem with the height
of the hotel portion.”
“Environmental impact”
“Reduce vehicle access”
“Recreational space”
“Logistics & environmental impact”
“Bird, bee and butterly friendly native trees and
shrubs should be considered: Mountain Ash,
Saskatoon, raspberry, wolf willow and juniper.”

“Outdoor geothermal heated or mineral pools?”
“Personal preference to limit the height of
buildings to 2 stories to not reduce the view.
Would like to see more trees incorporated into
the landscape. Finally, love that parking is being
addressed but I don’t like the location of it (so
close to White Abenue residences).”
“Interested if any plans for senior housing and/or
housing on one level to accommodate mobility
challenges”
“Love the green space concept. Is there an area
that could include an off leash dog park?”
“Overall access to Bragg Creek. Limited
road access outside village could result
in traffic issues.”
“School capacity for the community”

When asked what elements of the plan could be improved, participants chose the
Residential Village most often. Concerns expressed about the Residential Village included
the ability for existing infrastructure, such as water and wastewater, to support additional
housing, concerns over where and how parking would be accommodated, the density of
housing and the height of the buildings.
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Some participants also saw room for improvement with the architectural and design elements,
hoping for a style that is uniquely Bragg Creek. Others had concerns about vacant commercial
spaces and the viability of businesses, concerns about the density and heights of buildings,
and some shared enthusiastic support for the amphitheater while others expressed
concern about noise.
See the verbatim responses on page 20.
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QUESTION 3
Do you support the overall vision for Gateway Village?

The majority of respondents (76%) indicated that they support the Gateway Village plan. Of all
the reasons given for this level of support, the most commonly shared response was that the
Hamlet needs revitalization and that this is long overdue. Many respondents commented that
they support the plan because they like the vision, they believe the development will be an asset
to the community and they support sustainable growth. Other reasons for supporting the plan
included appreciation for the affordable housing options as well as the public spaces and trails.
Participants who shared that they do not support the plan (11%) most often commented that
the size of the development was too big, that it is not appropriate for Bragg Creek and that
it will change the current charm of the Hamlet. Some saw no benefit for current residents and
expressed concerned that it will impact the environment and taxes.
13% of respondents indicated that they are undecided about their support. The most
common reason offered was the desire to maintain the peaceful, small-town feel that Bragg
Creek currently has. Some noted traffic concerns, specifically in regards to access into the
development, and a couple of participants shared concerns about infrastructure costs.
See the verbatim responses on page 34.
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QUESTION 4
Do you have any ideas you want the team to consider for Gateway Village?
Participants offered many unique ideas for Gateway Village. These include amenities
such as public washrooms, as well as creative uses for the open space such as a skate park,
bonfire pits, outdoor markets, a fenced dog park, programmable space, and outdoor furniture
such as picnic tables and benches.
A new grocery store, unique restaurants and shops, and keeping retail space for local
businesses were some of the suggestions provided by participants for the Commercial Village.
Ensuring positive integration of the development into the existing community came up
repeatedly in the responses to this question. The desire for something that is uniquely
‘Bragg Creek’ was frequently mentioned as many participants do not like the idea of
becoming another Canmore or Banff. Participants offered suggestions for environmental
considerations, such as ensuring wildlife movement throughout the area, appreciation for
the dark sky considerations and other sustainability practices.
See the verbatim responses on page 50.

QUESTION 5
Do you have any questions about the Gateway Village plan that weren’t
answered in the presentation?
65 questions were submitted in response to Question 5. Many were in regard to water
and wastewater management, the ponds and the flood zone. Other popular questions
were about traffic management, access into the development and the overall aesthetic
once the development is complete.
The project team is committed to answering the questions received through this process
and a FAQ will be posted to the website (gateway.ca) in February 2021.
See the verbatim responses on page 65.
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Verbatim Responses
Please note that all comments are represented verbatim, including spelling errors. Where
profanity or personal identifying information was provided, it has been removed for this report.

QUESTION 1B
What aspects of the Gateway Village Plan do you like? Please tell us more.
Amenities
Really like the pathways staying on the river edge, for everyone to enjoy.
Community gathering spots are always a positive thing. Amphitheatre would be fantastic.
I appreciate the need for a conference centre, throw in a Stoney Nakoda style Sunday
brunch and I could get on board. This is a huge slice of the pie for one developer and
it makes me uneasy and aware.
The attention to outdoor amenities is fantastic. And, thru roads and the need for
parking is well-thought out.
Open spaces and parks with available skating awesome.
Also great to have affordable residences for workers in the area

Architectural and Design Elements
We like the architectural design and the the re-build of the Steak Pit!
It’s about time this town gets some real growth in a way that matches the vision and feel
of the town. Something that goes along with the country life style unlike a gas station that
looks like a space ship in the middle of a forest.
I like that the architectural controls will be rustic and borrowing elements from nature with
wood and rock. I want to see natural native and low maintenance landscaping that flows
with the natural beauty of the area
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Commercial and Retail
Like the idea of more choice for residents and visitors to shop. Creation of diverse
selections, competition means better service, more opportunities. Parks, and
pathways keep what makes Bragg Creek unique, and helps to hopefully maintain
the family atmosphere.
Love the revival of steak pit, pond and amphitheater.
We like the location of the Steak Pit and would like to see a complimentary
micro-brewery in the same area.
Housing and Density
Really appreciated that there will be provisions so that residential units can’t be used
as airbnbs. Owners will be community members.
Multi-dwelling units for seniors. We need to hold onto our valuable seniors
Services, including retail and dining. The project’s river bank upgrade from what it will be
visually from the berm development currently occurring. Residential opportunities that will
provide opportunities for current residents to be able to continue to live in the area with
more supportive living environment.
Greater density moves Bragg Creek one step closer towards village status and a town
council. More people means greater share in future amenities. As we get older, more
choices in accommodation provides opportunity for us to downsize if we want to stay in
the community. This will spark more improvements in the areas once we see the potential.
we are planning to down size and want to stay here in Bragg
I think more and smaller residential accommodation in the hamlet can only help those who
work here but can’t afford to live here. Open spaces etc will help towards making sure we
don’t lose the spacious, quiet, natural feel that we have now.
I especially like the residential village aspect with the available condos to purchase. If these
could be made available to locals first that would be great but only if they are able to move
in within a given amount of time and not for purchase and then rented out. Maybe locals
could be given Ist right of refusal on a unit once the project is approved. If so, I want the
end unit facing river drive that’s closest to the river.
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I support this development to revitalize Bragg Creek and provide residential housing so
long term area residents can downsize and retire to the hamlet with nearby amenities.
Mobility and Accessibility
I like the walkability of the plan, and the incorporations of the existing structures.
People often come to Bragg Creek to walk about, get out from the city.
There is one main path to walk from the shopping core to the river people walk.
Its good to provide alternatives.

Statements of Support
It will truly bring Bragg Creek back to the vibrant community that it was in the past.
More people with room to move, walk, visit. Increasing the population is key to
keeping a community alive.
Happy to see a variety of residential included as well as the hotel. Looks like a great
mix of uses for the town!
As a local business owner and past president of the Bragg Creek and Area Chamber of
Commerce I believe this is a timely project that will infuse a significant amount of capital
investment into a struggling business community. The combination of both residential
and commercial development within a walkable distance will encourage local support to
storefront and services businesses alike. Broader amenity services will support the already
growing visitor traffic coming to the community.
“Residential village appears to be well planned (parking and lighting)
Lots of extra parking has been thought through
Open Spaces look great. “
The gem and beauty is in the nature that is all around Bragg Creek. This development
will hopefully, enhance and make it shine even more!
I like it all. I think we need some additional residential and business devt in order to
keep our little hamlet fresh and build the tax base.
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I moved to Bragg Creek (4 years ago) b/c I read the ASP showing a walking
community with many features... that don’t exist... but with this development it will.
This is needed and welcomed.
Looks amazing!
Very well thought out and will be a real benefit to the existing land owners in Bragg Creek
and the surrounding area. One aspect of our area that jumped into my head early yesterday
is the appeal to travellers and future residents. Our environment can be enjoyed by a wide
demographic, not just those who are extreme, or may I say ‘elite’ athletes. This is a sure
winner. Thanks to Dick and his Team for their rational thinking and design prowess! As a
landowner myself, I am excited, finally, about the future of investment in Bragg Creek.
Sensible, sustainable development for this and future generations.
The plan is beautiful and meets the expectations of the community to be ‘country themed’.
It is hard to believe that all the infrasturucture will fit into that area. It is providing for literally
everything Bragg Creek needs for both tourists and residents. My biggest concern was
parking and access but it appears that is getting addressed via underground parking and
the addition of the new road.
I am so excited about this, my husband and I were involved with the Revitalization Plan
back in 2015 and we are thrilled to see that those efforts may be realized. We would like to
downsize in our area and the timing would be perfect for us. Dick is like a dog with a bone
and I can’t thank him enough for his persistence and determination to build on the jewel
that is Bragg Creek and area.
Everything, what an excellent opportunity for this community.
As area residents looking to downsize in the next few years we are excited about this
development as we would prefer to remain in the area and not have to move to Calgary.
Gateway Village will boost the Bragg Creek economy and create jobs, so that’s a real plus.
Great amenities on doorstep, especially in winter and a way to bring the disjointed malls
together with proper pathways. Obviously much thought put into Gateway Village & its
overall design i.e. in keeping with its natural surroundings. I appreciate that a well-known
and dedicated local is involved in the development process and interested in providing an
opportunity for feedback. Thank you, v appreciated.
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Love all of it
Fantastic. We need this !
All of it looks wonderful! Especially excited about the diversity in housing, and the
hotel/conference center. The amphitheatre is a very nice touch too.
It is a beautiful concept - all the outdoor spaces look lovely as well as the mountain-town
style architecture.
Initial general design looks great. Like to see greater design detail and elevations.
I like the ambiance, it will be an area that people will genuinely want to visit and enjoy.
Reminds me of an alpine village.
I think it’s a great plan!
This has been a long time coming and will help define Bragg Creek as a
community and destination.
This is long overdue for Bragg Creek.
Like it all
Every aspect of this plan will serve to enhance the community of Bragg Creek. This
development will increase property values in the Greater Bragg Creek area, greatly boost
the viability of existing businesses and serve to attract new ones, and enable our community
to attract and retain many, many more young families, serving to greatly enhance the
vibrancy and vitality of Bragg Creek.
Very excited about the whole plan
Well done Dick
I believe that this is an excellent project. I like its location in the commercial core of
the Hamlet, which allows lots of space for the equally critical residential needs of the
community. It complements the Hamlet Expansion zone being planned for the
South End of Bragg Creek.
It also leaves ample space for River Front Residential REAL Estate outside the Project.
I do like the residential village inside the plan.
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This plan is absolutely what is needed in Bragg Creek. It breath new life into the area,
creating a vibrant and healthy community, create employment and boosting the economy.
We really appreciate the considerations given to minimizing the impact to
our beautiful rural setting.
Bragg Creek will benefit from a development of this magnitude.
For years tourists come to Bragg only to discover no place to stay over unless they have
been fortunate to secure a B&B. Yes there were a few chalets, but usually booked or
providing lodging for Steak Pit staff or others who required housing
Bragg Creek needs this type of space for accommodation of visitors, staff to provide
services and affordable housing. This centrally located subdivision is timely with the
increase in trail traffic (year round), more people working from home, and heightened
interest in living in this beautiful community. Keep it focused on the ‘revitalization plan’
and let’s provide a wonderful space for growth in our community!
Entire project looks awesome, professional and appropriate.
Can’t wait to see this unfold. Bravo
Bragg Creek needs a well designed entertainment focused area. The area has been a very
popular destination for outdoor enthusiasts and their families for years. I’m a developer
myself and see instant success for any development that has the ability to capture this
obvious opportunity. Before or after people hike, ride, ski, etc... nearby they would flock to
a destination with QUALITY restaurants, bars, and shops (i.e. look at the new Sierra Nevada
Brewery built near Asheville, North Carolina).
All of these aspects would fill a void presently missing in our community.
Connecting the community together is vital, and this project is important.
Fantastic plan. Bragg Creek needs this kind of development done by the team that has
put this together. Well thought out and super exciting for our community.
Great plan with best attractive amenities.. looks like mini Banff
Great Plan.. Love it
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I am so excited to see new development coming to a community that I love!! I have
a young and growing family and I’m excited for them to watch their community grow.
I’m excited to share things I love with people from out of town, and hopefully sustain
and grow our local businesses,meaning more residents can live and work here rather
than commute far distances.
Our Hamlet needs this type of development to survive.
A well thought out plan, thanks so much for contributing to the community.
This is a comprehensive and balanced project, one can gather a lot of preperation has
gone into this plan. It is well suited to the place and the community. One of those win-win
situations that don’t happen often enough.
Proposed development looks great. Love idea of restaurant & other venues
overlooking the river.
About time :)
More jobs coming in bragg creek
Bragg Creek needs this!
Development is a given; would rather have it done by Dick, who has lived here for
a short while, than outsiders. This honours the spirit of Bragg Creek. Thoughtful plan;
one wonders, though, who will be able to afford to live there. Also wonder if all our taxes
will rise to support this, as happens in Calgary and makes no sense as more people coming
should spread out the burden. Never happens that way. VERY happy to see dark skies are
a priority. Not sure how all the light from inside the residences will be, but dark is great.
The streetlights on Balsam Avenue were a stupid idea, no doubt driven by the Chamber
of Commerce who get it backwards. Business supports what people need; you don’t
manipulate the environment to create demand for your business. Business serves - it does
not legislate. Way too much of that theory out here - like, if we build more trails, it will
support business. That is the tail wagging the dog and it has impacted a lot of us who
live here in a horrible way.
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Other (including issues, concerns and suggestions not directly related to the question)
As a local I believe the other items are either taxed to their limit already or at a level that
works for our community. The ones I do like have some potential to fulfill gaps that exist
out here and help to repair our community landscape after the flood.
This development decimates the small hamlet charm of Bragg Creek and instead makes
it just another generic tourist trap.
My biggest concern is that the existing infrastructure cannot support the traffic as is and the
school is at capacity. There is no West Bragg alternative exit so in an emergency there is no
chance residence would be able to evacuate. Something that is already an issue. The school
already has large class sizes and funding has been cut (I am a teacher with two kids that go
there). If they get above 80% capacity they start losing thing like the music room and such.
I understand that developers are never heard accountable for these things, but these are
things that a responsible community member and developer should be heard accountable
for in their planning. I love everything here, but the residential will being in more families
that the school will have difficulty supporting.
Another thing I am curious about is the amphitheater. Does this mean night concerts
outside? I am picturing the noise for locals.
Please ensure the design reflects a foothills/ mountain aesthetic. It would be so
disappointing if this development looked generic and boxy. Please consult with government
and local wildlife experts to ensure maximum consideration for ‘other’ local residents.
It’s about time this sleepy community got into the 21st century.
I wonder about affordable housing. With more stores and shops, need housing that is
available for workers or owners that is reasonable.
I like the potential to bring Bragg creek to a safe level of tourism that will aid in
local businesses only.
Comparison: Bragg creek is more like Canmore than it is Banff. There are a lot of artists
and other professions that make Bragg creek 4 stars. Gateways job must be to first and
foremost with their construction, encourage and grow this culture. Not to overshadow it
with chain brands restaurants, stores and hotels.
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I understand the need for commerce, but I find the size & scope of the Hospitality village a
bit much. There are a couple of fine business/community retreat/conference options already
in the hamlet and I wonder what advantage this would bring?
I appreciate the dark sky awareness.
The last thing Bragg Creek needs is a 120 room hotel. This is a day area recreation
place not a destination resort
The height of the buildings needs to be considered. Four stories is not Applicable in
Bragg Creek. Two stories should be an absolute maximum.
My husband and myself live in the MD of Rocky view and frequently travel to Bragg Creek
as we like to use the trails associated just outside the Hamlet. Since Calgary has grown over
the years we have noticed considerable more traffic leading into Bragg Creek with a lot of
traffic jams and long line ups on highway 22 leading into the Hamlet. The Gateway Village
sounds like an interesting project but before ANY of this construction begins something
needs to be done about the lack of traffic flow.
Absolutely NONE - this is NOT the level of development that should be in our hamlet
I like ZERO about this.
Not sure the roads coming in can cope with extra traffic.
Bragg Creek is a busy little village which doesn’t need condos or a new hotel to make it
worse. Your concept is out of step with the area. Small, rustic B & B based businesses in
local homes should be pursued as accommodation vs your kind of a proposal.
This does little to improve Bragg Creek, only serving to commercialize an area that many
people use as a refuge from this type of development
This is a grossly out of scale project for Bragg Creek. As usual, the developer is taking
advantage of max area to be able to make a profit.
Explain how the traffic congestion will be solved on weekends once you add all the
additional day trippers. In the summer weekend traffic os legendary often stretching form
Bragg to Redwood. Lets fix it once on and for all.
I like the idea of just a drive thru for the hotel. And a transport/bus/taxi drop
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I’m not keen on emphasizing shopping. The world needs to consume less, be outdoors
more. I don’t support underground parking in an area with a high water table. Building
materials could be toxic and get in the river eventually...
Are there any concerns as to the development being situated on the FLOOD PLAIN ?
I’d prefer the commercial along river drive south, hiding the residential a little more.
I would prefer the residential having an HOA so there is some insurances on exterior
upkeep and maintenance
Sorry, I have sent a previous response and for got to ask: Will the existing watwe and
sewage system be suffient for this development?
None of it. This is not in keeping with the spirit of Bragg Creek. Since when have 3-4 storey
buildings been present or wanted in Bragg Creek? You are trying to fit way too much into a
small parcel of land and turning it into a gong show like Canmore. A road system through
this small space (relative to the number of buildings you are trying to incorporate). Parking
along the streets within it. There won’t be a mature tree left on that whole parcel of land
and half of it will be a concrete jungle
The overall scheme looks like a great addition to the village and its good to know it is
being undertaken by a local with the interests of the community at heart. However I have
concerns over the viability and also the impact (possibly unintended) of greater traffic
volumes, displacement of nature and a change to the laid back dynamic of the current
locality, with increased crowds and noise. The appeal of the village as a retreat from
the city needs to be preserved.
I just worry about parking being used, in the current mall for residents that just want
to go over to the grocery store, Canada post, pharmacy etc etc,
I don’t think we need more commercial/retail space in the hamlet.
Parking is not adequate. Your increase in density is immense and the parking does not
nearly keep up. Current parking is not adequate either and there is no thought given to to
the trailers of public that are passing through perhaps on their way to Mclean creek.
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I am not in favour of the development at all. I think that the only development that should
be considered for Bragg Creek at this time is dedicated seniors’ living accommodation.
Although you are positioning the proposed residential village as an amenity for folks
wanting to downsize but stay in Bragg Creek, it appears that the residential units will not
be restricted to seniors. See continued comments below.
Residential village too obtrusive in design and scale. Hospitality village of questionable
economic viability. Road network too linear. Too much riparian vegetation disturbance.
This will destroy Bragg Creek and the area, another suburb of Calgary, look at Cochrane
with all the homes and subdivisions, more people, more noise, congestion, no more
animals, more and more problems plus phase two and three no doubt. We moved here
to escape this insanity, this development should not be allowed.
Keep the commercial and retail part local. Prevent chain restaurants/stores

QUESTION 2B
What aspects do you think could be improved? Please tell us more.
Architectural and Design Elements
Mountain aesthetic. Wood / timber /river rock/ rundle like rock. Include natural
courtyards and nooks with trees shrubs etc wherever possible.
I would love it if it could give Bragg more of a comprehensive feel. Ive lived here
5 years and the town feels like a ramshackle collection of buildings. It would be nice
if it all felt connected, with a Banff/Waterton feel to it, as opposed to Canmore,
which feels more random.
My main concern is the ‘look’ of the architecture. It would be wonderful to keep the
look uniquely ‘Bragg Creek’ and not mimic Canmore. I really like the look of the current
Old West Mall and think this would be an excellent example of the direction to go it.
Another option, in my opinion, would be to go more contemporary with use of
big wood and metal siding etc.
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MATERIALS - Consider the materials used carefully. Longevity is important. Many materials
presented are ‘lick and stick’ in appearance i.e. they are not real materials. Please select
materials that will improve with time and wear as opposed to materials that will look
good day one and Not so good year one. If this is to go ahead it must be a project of
substance and depth that will last the test of time and the brutal weather conditions it
will be subjected to.
I would like to see the construction plans and specifications in detail to ensure quality
products and high end design is used that will enhance Bragg Creek.
It looks too much like Canmore, and many other mountain towns. I think the unique nature
of Bragg Creek should be maintained.
Indoor and outdoor artwork, metal sculpture etc should be included throughout the
spaces to feature local artists.
It is really important that the aesthetic and natural beauty of Bragg Creek be respected.
Dark sky country and the quiet as well as the community feeling is so much why people
choose to live out here. Also, lots of bear proof garbage cans. The plans do look good.
I just don’t want to see it crowded with cars double parked and crowding out nature.
Underground parking is preferred. Also day trippers and weekender’s tend to come
and leave their garbage and disregard considerations of the space.
Commercial/Retail and Hospitality
Disappointed with the name of Wakesiah Lodge. That does not honour the Niitsitapi, who
historically were the First Nations in Bragg Creek, nor the Iyarhe Nakoda, nor the Tsuu T’ina.
Please consider naming it to honour our Treaty 7 First Peoples.
I am unsure of the viability on having more Commercial space in Bragg Creek.
I feel that the current space is half utilized
I would propose leaving the commercial space for unique restaurants, and experiences not fast food chains. Giving a very unique ‘Bragg Creek’ experience.
Would love to see buildings oriented towards gateway drive so that it acts more of an
active street rather than a way to simply get from Balsam to River.
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Again, a well designed entertainment (restaurant, brewery, shops, music, etc...) that
balances the development well with and is sensitive to the natural surroundings would
do exceedingly well here. https://sierranevada.com/visit/north-carolina/amphitheater/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=sierra+nevada+brewery+outdoors+nc&t=chromentp&iar=
image+s&iax=images&ia=images&iai=https%3A%2F%2Fsierranevada.com%2Fwp-content
%2Fuploa+ds%2F2019%2F08%2FCCP_1944_amphitheater-overhead-wide_2048w1100x734.jpg
Not necessarily ‘improved’, but hoping that ALL commercial spaces in the surrounding malls
as well can be filled. Vacancies are bad.
It concerns me that the commercial space will result in existing merchants
relocating to the new commercial village resulting in even more empty space in
the existing commercial spaces.
I am worried that the volume of people living in or visiting Gateway Village will quickly
exceed the capacity of the road network and parking.
With a commercial village also comes restaurants, for people from outside Bragg Creek
who loves spending a lot of time there and have so little options to go eat and enjoy
a drink, a project like this one it’s a dream come true.
Community Impact/Integration
Same concerns as above. If you donate some funds to help support the school and a
west Bragg exit from the profits maybe.
How can Bragg’s existing infrastructure support residents from 170 new housing units
when it can barely support existing residents? For example, Water pressure from the water
treatment plant is barely passable now in parts of the hamlet. How much worse will it get
with 170 more homes using it?! Additionally, the four-way stop issue may not be resolved
in time. What about school capacity? Environmental/wildlife impacts? Noise? These are
all important concerns for existing residents.
What provisions are you making for the possible 300+ extra vehicles in Bragg Creek?
That’s not counting additional business traffic.
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What provisions for water? Sewage? Emergency services? Education or other services
that such an increase in population may demand?
What about the road network around Bragg Creek? It is overwhelmed now. This will make
it a horrible experience for current residents to deal with that on a daily basis.
Local residents @ one w. nature so wildlife need to be considered. Main issues are high
traffic volumes in summer - tourists/visitors not adhering to stop signs, speed limits, or
burn bans, endangering both wildlife and residents (wild fires). Hamlet also needs police
presence for traffic violations, excessive speeding, assaults, & rampant rural crime i.e. locally
based police detachment for fast responses. Dual lanes into town to alleviate congestion +
pedestrian sidewalks-baby strollers/dogs.
Bragg Creek has always been living in the tree’s not towering above them, you are not
keeping the peaceful feel of privacy, you are dominating the Hamlet. Road way through the
village is good but not if you close it for events. how much impact will all these people put
on the sewer and water and fire services, let alone highway 22. We need affordable housing
and a hotel and senior housing not a new Bragg Creek. As locals call it DickVille.
Schools are currently close to capacity
Ring road being addressed by province but remains an issue
We have little policing to support an influx of people. Staff housing = partying
and impaired decision making. Been there, done that.
Health care particularly emerg
How will you be able to drive traffic to all the shops that are already established, new and
fancy will bring people to that. Leaving the other shop owners to either move to your
location or lose business. Also, what types of commercial space will you have? Subway,
Tim hortons? Or will you keep it local?
Opening up and developing the Heart of Bragg Creek will take away the heart of the
hamlet we all know and love.
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see above. is it 170 residential units or 193 according to apt and townhouse parking
requirements stated? People have more than 1 car per household so where are all these
cars going? We don’t need more commercial as the existing shops are empty now. More
competition and they’ll stay empty. Opposed to lighting. Bragg residents are here for the
peace and quiet and non-commercial vibe of Bragg Creek--nature not commercialism.
I am concerned that the current commercial area constantly has vacant space and there
is minimal investment in the appearance and operation of the sector..........why will new
businesses and operators suddenly migrate to the village when many current commercial
occupiers live hand to mouth. Will the inward investors be corporate chains that take over
the village and change the whole dynamic and jeopardise the peaceful and secluded
nature of the community?
focus on wildlife that also lives in the hamlet. How will they be impacted by this
development and what can be done to alleviate that?
Concerned about sound traveling with amphitheatre. Is there a way to contain music /
PA? Very concerned about the bottleneck at the Balsam Bridge. Does ‘road network within’
include problems with traffic on Balsam? The sheer number of vehicles crossing that Bridge
with West Bragg Park is astounding. Farm vehicles, West Bragg Park Traffic, bikes and now
turns into Gateway-worried about how difficult will it be to navigate that area?
I am worried about a spike in population density and a lack of services to support such
rapid growth. Traffic congestion is a huge concern!
I’m concerned at the noise impact of the amphitheater on surrounding existing residences.
Environment and Sustainability
Will there be walkable river access along this section? The new berm is making river
access impossible I’ve heard?
While native shrubs, flowers and trees should be considered for the landscaping, it will
require some thought to manage the ‘townie’ muley herd or gang! I suspect they will steer
clear of the high pedestrian traffic areas but will continue to lurk in alleys and shadowy
places like they have for years.
Keep as many natural spaces as possible. The drawings look like all existing forest is taken out
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Housing and Density
Overall height will strongly change the feel of arrival in the hamlet. I like height for
increased density of housing but would like to see street view renderings that illustrate the
effect from various spots in the hamlet. Depending on this I would look for reconsideration
of housing height to stagger it in from current development. The residential does not
appear to have any substantial effort for affordable housing. This is critical for any place
to grow and support itself.
A variety of residential options has always been a huge hindrance to ‘revitalization’ in
Bragg Creek. This is a key element of this development.
Residential housing will spoil it..
I think that 4 stories is too tall and should be limited to 3 instead.
Residential and Hospitality should be limited to 2 stories so as to not dominate the
environment, and country feel.
Parking along river should be eliminated and moved over to River Drive.
Village should be pedestrian traffic
Main entrance should be from River Dr, not Balsam due to the impact of large traffic flow
from West Bragg and Wintergreen residential and recreational amenities
I disagree with high density housing. Bragg Creek’s charm is due to it’s rustic, small town
nature. Condos don’t belong here.
We would like to observe the size and plans of the apartments. Will condos be available?
Private entrance ways? We are in our mid-sixties on a large acreage in West Bragg.
Eventually we would like to downsize but continue to live in Bragg Creek.
The timing for the residential village is behind that of the hospitality and commercial village.
We have a problem out here obtaining staff that want to drive out here. You might want to
look at including phases for residential housing earlier reported as part of the initial phase.
Will this impact the proposed SENIORS HOME ? Will the homes still be affordable ?
Are they part of the residential village.
I think a Seniors section, with 1 level condominium style non assisted living would
be a great asset.
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I think my only concern is the height of the buildings. I am having a hard time thinking
of something four stories high in that area - it just seems so high. I personally think it might
be aesthetically nicer to have three stories.
it will be good to add more low cost housing
The overall master plan and numbers of proposed units makes it clear that the real intent
is to attract new, young, wealthy residents--lots of them. Most likely, given the current
numbers of Calgary residents flooding to the West Bragg Creek trails at the weekends,
these residential units will be purchased as weekend bolt-holes for Calgary residents
or Air B&B letting properties--closer to the city than Canmore and without all the
restrictions on letting.
It’s too bad that that is the third phase, affordable housing has always been an issue to
keep workers in the area.
Mobility and Accessibility
More direct walk crossing the community centre.
In consideration of winter, please try to ensure that the paths are able to be properly
cleared including space for snow and connect without climbing giant piles of snow.
For example Whistler village is largely car free. Pedestrians can walk through most of it and
not have to interact with vehicles or hear them. Easier to talk to each other while walking or
sitting outside rather than yelling above sound of loud vehicles/motor bikes driving by.
You should strive for that model ... get rid of vehicles keep them to the perimeter.
Has their been consideration of dedicated bicycle pathways through the village as
well as pedestrian use?
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Outdoor Amenities and Public Space
I could be wrong about the width of the open space that could be used for community
function, but it looks a little narrow regarding river square for community gathering.
Any thought to recreational amenities like playgrounds, climbing walls,
skate board parks etc
I’m a little concerned about the ponds attracting insects and nesting geese etc.
Hopefully design elements will keep these from becoming stagnant sloughs?
There needs to be some designated youth areas including a playground for young kids and
skate park for teens. Will the ponds be serviced to permit skating in Winter? Summer rec?
I would prefer to see something like a skateboard park for teens to do.
Will there be a strict noise limit on the outdoor Ampitheatre ? 90 db maximum ?
Who would ‘ police’ that. Can the amphitheatre face due North to minimix noise
levels to the surrounding area. My thought is it would be absorbed by the existing
structures in the shopping centre.
I would like to see an area or structure dedicated to an outdoor market such as a weekend
farmers market in summer months or a Christmas festival
Indoor area to put on skates in the winter or even overhead heaters in a sheltered location
to put on skates. No hockey allowed signs. Fountain in the summer
I believe the success of the development for the community will be in the quality of the
public spaces. The pond and amphitheatre are great ideas and have to be well designed
and connected to become successful destinations for the community. It would also be great
to see more of a street edge in the residential village. Maybe the townhouses and 3.5 story
condo buildings can be switched?
“Ponds concern me. Stagnant water
Amphitheater - Great Idea, but hopefully it does not turn into a skate-board / bike park “
Open spaces, parks and pathways/Amenities: The overall look of the open spaces (ponds,
etc.) should be more rustic and natural looking. From the slide I am reminded of the phony
look of the Kananaskis Conference Centre.”
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Scope and Size
Hi, I think that the scope for both is too large. There will be too much inventory
available and doesn’t align to growth that citizens will support. The plan redefines
Bragg Creek, rather than enhances.
Reduction in all aspects - too much is being put into this small space
Appreciate that there needs to be some residential and hospitality development;
yet, the scope is excessive and will redefine our community versus complement it.
120 room hotel seems oversized for the area. There are several existing Air B&B and
Bed & Breakfast that can supplement a smaller hotel’s needs and diversify the overnight
accommodation offering in the process. The proposed four-story buildings are high.
BC’s Area Structure Plan identifies building no higher than the trees (3 stories, I believe).
Like the fact that there will be rental/affordable housing.
Reduce hotel to a smaller scale b&b type of service. Small boutique lodge of 8-10 rooms
max. Sink the housing proposal. Reduce footprint of commercial build by at least 2/3 and
retain the rustic character of place by the river which makes Bragg Creek unique. THis
looks like another moneygrab housing development more characteristic of something in
Chestermere or Okotoks.
The hotel is too large and too many residential units. Feels like too much in one space
The hospitality village should not exceed 2 stories. 4 stories is way too high. It would feel
mammoth and out of place in the hamlet. I like the idea of roads that are closed to cars and
open to pedestrians only.
I would prefer to see a smaller hotel and a maximum of two storeys for the
hotel and the residences.
“Hospitality Village: It is way too big. I am not at all in favor of a relatively large conference
centre/hotel that will take over the town.
Residential Village: I think if people want to live on top of each other in small cramped
quarters they should just stay in Calgary.
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Statements of Support
No improvements evident at this stage.
After reviewing the Gateway Village plans, I can’t see anything that could
improve the proposal.
So far, I like what I see. I would really like to attend an open house.
I think it’s fine the way it is!
I think the plan is well thought out, and can’t really think of anything I would change.
Nothing. Looks perfect.
It is all very well planned
I think the plan is well thought out and sustainable. Bragg Creek is ready for this exciting
next chapter in our community.
I totally agree with the existing plan! Bragg Creek has taken a hit since the flood and
nowCovid this should revitalize the hamlet
All is perfectly blended..
I think you have really thought about what fits for our community - what type of visitors and
new residents we wish to attract (those interested in small community, outdoor lifestyle with
a real sense of community).
Traffic and Parking
Also, the roads seem scant for the amount of people. I live in West Bragg and already
want to poke my eye out some days rather than drive behind people dawdling up and
down Balsam Avenue not knowing where they are. How is this volume of people getting
in and out of there without adding 10 minutes a day onto my life? It adds up. Doesn’t look
like the roads will support the volume. And the horrible West Bragg Trails parking lot the
trails people created with no input from stakeholders who pay taxes here sure has made
sure traffic is boiling over.
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Traffic flow and updated roads leading into the Hamlet off of Highway 22. Something needs
to be down with the 4 way stop leading into Bragg Creek and please get rid of the awful
looking Pig and Rabbit Roast set up on the corner of the 4 way stop. It is things like these
dragging this town down. Some parts of the town look great, other parts look scrappy.
Bragg Creek either wants to stay Wild Wild West or start getting into the 21st century with
your Gateway Village project.
I guess I am worried about how busy the west Bragg road is going to get. It is already a
nightmare. With a hotel now in town I feel it will only add to the traffic in the area.
I hope there is sufficient commercial parking. Also we will likely need a light at the
intersection of Gateway and Balsam, a welcome addition to improve safety. How much of
the pathways etc are available for anyone visiting Bragg creek versus staying at the hotel or
living in the residences. I would like to see a line drawn around where we might see fencing
(residences only, I hope).
The existing available parking is sometimes overwhelmed without the extra traffic this
development would bring in. I believe that the proposed parking is a bit low.
Concern over the extra traffic and lack of a fire department.
Too much detail for this stage but I think clear signage directing traffic and public
parking spaces will be necessary to avoid traffic jams in and around gateway village
and existing malls.
Parking and traffic congestion is a constant concern and will be even more of a
challenge with increased residential and commercial development.
To big points to consider.
1: the intersection getting into the hamlet. It may already be the councils plan to use
revenues from gateway to fix the entrance. However this is folly. A fix needs to come first.
Traffic lights are not a fix. Only a roundabout will keep the traffic moving.
What does this have to do with gateway? Every summer it takes weekend tourist hours to
get through traffic jams to get in. This translates to lost revenue for Bragg creek
The overall road infrastructure for the area is at the breaking point and cannot withstand
further visitor pressure, not just into Bragg Creek but west to the recreation areas, the
existing bridge, fire danger
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This definitely will be a concern, will there be parking within Gateway,
ie underground parking?
The one problem with this development will be the current road and traffic control structure.
There is no way the current road and traffic infrastructure could handle the volume of
people/traffic that this development would create. Both the county and the developer
would need to solve this problem (or at least a planned solution) first before proceeding
with this development.
I’m primarily concerned with traffic and the current inability to handle the volume
we have now.
I am concerned about the traffic on Balsam, bottlenecks at the bridge. I live in west Bragg
and the increase in traffic with the Bragg Creek trails has been huge. Wondering if you have
considered making Gateway a one way. I like that the public parking is away from Balsam.
People will continue to park as close to amenities as possible though. You are talking about
bringing a lot of people into a concentrated area, close to the one bridge that allows access
and egress to West Bragg.
The roads have to be re done as traffic is already a problem.
There will be increased traffic and someone needs to think about a second access
to the Gateway Village
Micr re than ample parking needs to be a must!
The town needs higher population density but with that will come 2 cars per household,
parking will be an issue when you keep this ins consideration added to the number of
visitors, this will also mean more businesses, I’m intrigued as to what the foot traffic is
projected for the area
There needs to be mention of the underground parking and to what extent this
alleviates parking concerns.
The road infrastructure existing in Bragg Creek is inadequate. I support this development
but believe that more extensive work needs to be done in the area to support this welcome
population and visitor growth
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A major concern is traffic. We need improvement for an evacuation plan if there should
be a forest fire in West Bragg Creek. Residents on the West side of the bridge in West
Bragg Creek need to be able to get out fast and this village will create a bottle neck at the
bridge. The 4 way stop situation needs to be improved for quicker evacuation before this
development goes ahead for safety reasons.
You need to add more parking as parking is tight on weekends already.
It’s a relatively small area. To decrease congestion, I would suggest that the road connectors
be limited to vehicles delivering to the businesses and to vehicles carrying people with
health/mobility issues.
The number of parking spaces does not fully allow for the people living in the area let alone
the tourists and visitors. The amount of parking is designed for when there is rail service to
Calgary or Banff and I don’t see that coming in the near future as we may like to see it.
Should I decide to consider moving to this housing development when I wish to leave my
acreage I would need to be able to park my two vehicles as well as hopefully allow for
people visiting me.
I worry about the infrastructure being able support the additional traffic.
Great that it will generate more revenue for business owners in Bragg. Some concerns
about additional traffic that will also bring , & access to Gateway village causing congestion
going in & out of West Bragg. Traffic already an issue @ weekends re 4 way. Hoping there’ll
be other access maybe via White Ave as well to spread the load. Want to see this happen
but can’t see how it won’t cause traffic issues along Balsam Ave !
I am not clear on how you build an underground parking in a flood plain.
I like the idea of having a hotel/spa - there is definitely a need and it will in turn support
other local businesses. However, my main concern is road use - primarily Balsam ave and
the roads into Bragg Creek. With 170 residential units that could mean an additional
~300 cars on the road. What support will there be for the existing Bragg creek roadways/
amenities (E.g. transfer site) to accommodate this?
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Summer weekends in Bragg Creek are crowded. This development will draw even more
visitors to Bragg Creek. Parking is always a problem. You could probably pave the entire
downtown and still not have enough parking. I don’t really see this as a developer problem,
but as something that needs to be addressed by the Municipality (aka RVC). I guess the
other issue is the roads external to the development. Hopefully a move to a traffic circle at
22-762-Balsam Ave will alleviate some of the congestion.
With increased traffic we would benefit from another river crossing, even a pedestrian
only one and other egresses from town.
Other
Horrible idea.
free 5G access
I know you don’t have this level of detail yet (or I may have missed it!) but will there
be spaces for electric vehicles to re-charge?
While I can see the picture being painted, I’m not convinced it will all happen and
won’t have consequences that lead it to failure - like traffic (this summer was horrendous),
water and waste (already not a strong structure out here).
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QUESTION 3
Do you support the overall vision for Gateway Village?
Verbatim for YES responses:
As a musician, I’m thrilled with the amphitheater. I’m also really excited about a range of
housing options. Our volunteer fire department loses a lot of its bright young prospects
when they’re ready to move out of their parents’ houses but can’t afford to live here.
The resource drain is a real problem that this could solve.
It is clear from presentation you have already addressed many of the anticipated concerns
of the community. Appreciate the opportunity to provide input and ask questions. I am very
impressed with the presentation and communication material. Nice Job. I also appreciate
your diligence in reading and responding to social media chatter.
Bragg Ck has the potential to be a much desired resort/lifestyle village along the lines of
Whistler, Banff, Nelson, Boulder. If you do it right and don’t build strip malls, ugly sprawl,
large paved over parking areas, obliterated vegetation etc .. it could attract a lot of tourism
and business. Think of entrepreneurial hi tech start ups working from nice commercial
spaces within the town where employees can access the village and trails for exercise.
continued next box below...
I have been wanting to raise a business in Bragg Creek, however, with the current
infrastructure and lack of housing and commercial/office space, and overnight
accommodation, Bragg Creek is not investment worthy. This development is a
game-changer. I won;t say what business I have in mind except to say it will be a
tech company which will attract educated, outdoor oriented individuals and families
to locate here in Gateway Village.
I like the hotel idea - what a boost for the community. Hosting weddings, and other events
will be much easier when the participants can walk back to their accommodation.
I haven’t visited Bragg creek much in the time I’ve lived in Alberta (mostly as a stopping
point for gas/refreshment to and from), but with accommodations available within this plan
area, I would definitely stay here and explore!
Very excited. I have a short term rental business as my sole income... so theoretically a 120
room hotel could impede my business. But I choose to think there is room for us all, and
I’m fully in support of this development.
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I’m in total support. I know there will be resistance from some of the community that
will think their quaint and quiet hamlet will change and become busy and reminiscent of
Banff and Canmore, but it is so hard for current retailers to make a consistent living when
there just isn’t enough regular traffic through the area. I would love to see expansion and
more opportunity for the current retailers, hospitality venues flourish and give reason for
all the trail users to stop in the hamlet and support business owners or have a place to
stay overnight. We need to have more tax dollars flow through this community and this is
certainly one way to do that.
1. (Personal identifying information removed) the owner of the larger mall in Bragg needs
some commercial competition as he charges too much. It is such as strain on our business
owners to keep their business running with such high rental rates.
2. As a longtime resident i want to see more people in the area, residents and tourists,
that can support our local businesses. It is sad how much of a business turnover there is.
( i don’t own a business here)
The town is stagnant and I welcome a little more residential and commercial business.
I think this will reinvigorate a town in need of some serious input. I would like to see proper
colour schemes for the residential side but as long mg as everything fits in to the theme of
Bragg creek (very much like the hotel proposal) it will be great!!
Absolutely. Bragg creek has rested far too long. I have been a resident over 30 years
A development like this is long overdue. It will reenergize our hamlet, and provide lower
cost housing and downsize options for residential. It will help ensure we can maintain
essential services like groceries, doctor, and pharmacy
The Hamlet has been desperate for revitalization and new opportunity’s to live and work...
As a local I avoid Bragg Creek on the weekends due to how busy it is and parking. I’m
excited to see revitalization for sure but still want out hamlet to keep its quiet charm.
What a great way to revitalize Bragg Creek and support our business community.
We came away from the presentation with a very positive feeling.
We’ve needed development for a long time and it’s way overdue!
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Our community is fortunate that the developer has openly engaged us in the project
and we acknowledge and appreciate that. We also know that Bragg Creek needs a major
lift in the core and again, we are fortunate that one investor has the means to do so.
The vision is aligns with the community, but the density of the visitor and residential
housing is overwhelming. It’s just ‘too much’.
Bragg Creek has needed this growth/development for a long time. Additiona planned
residential (170 units can mean 340 + more vehicles)may be too much for the area to
accommodate when you consider traffic.
There will always be detractors but this vision for Bragg Creek is long overdue. PLEASE
don’t let the detractors have their way and continue to stagnate the development of Bragg
Creek as it is such a beautiful place. Now Rockyview needs to do their part in helping this
project move forward instead of delaying it with all their bureaucratic policies.
as a 29 year resident of Bragg Creek I fully support this plan. Bragg Creek needs to grow in
order to survive and thrive. Our existing stores and restaurants need a sustainable ‘critical
mass’ of residents to thrive and grow. Gateway Village will provide that as well as opening
new opportunities for visitors and those who wish to explore the arts and nature. This has
been a long time coming and Dick has a plan that will set the groundwork for Bragg Creek’s
development over the next 20 years.
Bragg needs development but not at the expense of traffic congestion. Placing parking
within Gateway will cause huge conflicts. Ideally, have Dick & Rocky View arrange a
commercial agreement with First Nations land east of the Hamlet to build a parking lot
similar to West Bragg Trails and charge $5. Build a pedestrian bridge over Hwy 22 thereby
restricting the Hamlet to mostly foot traffic.
Bragg Creek has needed a development like this for some time. The community will
benefit in so many ways by having a fresh new area in the hamlet. Hopefully this paves the
way for other area improvements that have been needed for a long time.
I am in favour of the Redevelopment on a whole, but am a little concerned with the amount
of traffic that our roads will have to deal with. it is bad enough trying to get in and out of
Bragg Creek at the weekends with just visitor traffic let alone another possible 500 or so
vehicles in the area on a daily basis.
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I believe that Bragg Creek has the potential to be a viable attractive Hamlet, but it needs
an infusion of new life. Perhaps your tastefully planned development will provide that.
This is something our community has needed for a long while. There are those who would
love for things to never change, but without change our community will wither and die
as young families are forced to relocate for needed amenities. This will bring more tourist
dollars into our amazing businesses and will finally answer the question for many: so...
we’re in Bragg Creek...what do we do now...?
Looking forward to the facelift, Bragg Creek so desperately needs.
I am a resident in Bragg Creek and have been for over 15 years, my husband and I have
raised our 3 children here. I’m also a business owner/manager in the main mall and have
been for over 12 years. Bragg Creek desperately NEEDS Gateway Village. I fully support
Mr Koetsier and his plans for Gateway Village, the future of Bragg Creek I believe depends
on the success of this development.
Very excited about this vision for Bragg Creek! Long overdue!
It seems like the perfect time for Bragg Creek to move forward, I have been visiting the
area for the last 50 years,this is quite exciting.
It’s been a long time coming! Much needed variable housing is long overdue
The Gateway Village project is a tremendous opportunity for Bragg Creek. In order
to support local businesses and keep our community thriving, Bragg Creek requires
higher density residential. There is a difficult balance between ‘too little’ and ‘too much’.
I believe the Gateway Village is the perfect project for that piece of land and the timing
could not be better.
Please include Tsu Tina Nation.
Give seniors (existing residents) chance @ affordable housing & smaller ‘detached’ homes
- majority are not millionaires/needing acreages. Local gym long overdue - Fitness1440
Coch. topnotch. Bikers ripping out of Bragg @ high speed/dusk - colliding with wildlife.
Berm wall hideous prison-like monstrosity, river homes no longer see flowing river/design
shamefully out of touch w. nature. Pathways connecting ‘forgotten stepchildren’ Old West
Mall to hamlet heartbeat. Well done for overall vision.
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The rental housing is so very exciting. My grown kids could hopefully afford to live
& work here in Bragg Creek, where they grew up rather than having to go to Cochrane
or Calgary for affordable housing. Some of our seniors could stay here after selling larger,
high maintenance properties.
I think you have done a great job, particularly in trying to provide affordable apartments
for young persons, new families and likely elderly empty nesters. Bragg Creek desperately
needs housing for the 20-30 demographic. I also think the ampitheatre is a great idea.
Looks great. Like that the plans facilitate keeping people in the community that wish to
downsize. Places for our kids to work and live if they wish to move out but stay close to
family. Also love the night sky lighting.
Looking forward to the upgrades to the community.
Looks positive and well thought out.
Love the design and vision, I feel like Bragg needs this kind of initiative to pick itself up.
Very pleased
I am a resident of Redwood Meadows. I think this is very exciting and can’t wait for it
to be up and running. Good luck!
Impressive - love the skating pond and amphitheater addition
Love this concept- keep the look and feel of Bragg Creek and a country space!
Bragg Creek needs an injection of something fresh and I like the overall look that
you have in mind.
I like the ‘ Look ‘ of the development, somewhat ‘ CANMORE -esque ‘. The dark stone
and natural timber look is very attaractive and a ‘ signature’ of the mountain towns like
Banff and Canmore.
we are very excited and fully support the overall vision and development of gateway village
I remember having a discussion when I was on the commercial core committee of the
2007 ASP about how we would like to see the hamlet in 25 years. This plan somewhat
resembles what I had envisioned.
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So much depends on how the traffic issues are resolved. The vision is just what
Bragg Creek needs to move forward.
This plan seems to meet almost all the objectives laid out in the Revitalize Bragg Creek
Plan for the Hamlet Core. It adds some stormwater management, but doesn’t have the
seniors housing (for which Dick donated the original Steak Pit site). I think it’s a good
concept that builds on Hamlet Core piece of Revitalize plan.
We live in Redwood Meadows and are excited to see more amenities and excitement
coming to Bragg Creek
Bragg needs to develop a vision for its core and a development model similar to
Canmore which accommodates multi use and open trail spaces.
I support the project overall, but my worry is that as the central hub of Bragg Creek, I would
like to ensure public access remains a guarantee, meaning the grounds and walkways are
not allowed to be considered private access only if the owners or developers prefer in the
future. A central public space in the heart of Bragg Creek has always been needed and
should be considered essential to the development moving forward.
Excellent plan and a great future for the hamlet it hits all the must have’s.....more
residential,overnight accomodations,increased parking all harmonized with our new dyke/
riverwalk. I am excited about our future
Bragg Creek needs a network of walking paths to access the river, facilities such as a gym,
homes that young families can afford and homes where older people can move to when
acerage living becomes too much. It is a one time opportunity so it must not be done
cheaply. Bragg Creek can and should be a beautiful destination in its own right not a
cheap copy of Canmore.
Bragg Creek needs a mix of housing that supports people with income of all levels.
Dick. Looks great. You always do your ground work before starting projects. Like the
prospect of residential homes
We feel that the proposed development conceptualized in the presentation will be a very
positive step for the Bragg Creek area, and having an attractive downsizing option for
housing for those that want to stay in the area would be welcomed by many.
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I am very please to see that there will finally be housing available in Bragg Creek besides
the huge houses that are currently only available.
Bragg Creek desperately needs sustainable tourism with short term overnight stay; many
of the current visitors love the area but aren’t heavy contributors to the economy. Having
overnight tourism would really improve our community.
We are looking forward to the growth of Bragg Creek in a sustainable way. We are happy
to see a combination of old and new.
I absolutely support this development. I feel that something of this scale is the needed
catalyst for the proper future design Growth and development that the Hamlet requires.
In order to accelerate the unification of development in the hamlet I feel there needs to
be a large development to anchor future projects. Iam only in my 6th year of ownership
in greater Bragg Creek, but my hopes when settling were for something to be developed
along this ideology. I believe that Bragg Creek and its residents will benefit from structured
growth in this direction.
It’s time. It’s exciting ... and it ensures the sustainable future of our town. Quiet and darkness
are the two most valuable features of our town currently. As long as these treasures are
embraced (and it seems they are), I’ll consider moving into one of the town-homes one day.
Bragg Creek has a stigma of antidevelopment which is severely outdated given the many
well planned environmentally friendly considerations that balance development and access
to a natural environment. RCR has been stymied in their development of Wintergreen for
years and years and years and still the area stagnates. I hope Gateway has the staying
power to get this off the ground.
100% support and best wishes for great success
I think, if done properly this can be a huge asset to the community. I really hope that the
village could be connected to White Avenue and improve the walkways/streetscape of
White Avenue at the same time.
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I ran a real estate brokerage in Bragg Creek until 2017 and, while operating the
business, received a great deal of feedback from people in Bragg Creek, Calgary and
around the world. Based on the feedback received, I have great confidence in the viability
of Gateway Village. Bragg Creek is largely a diamond in the rough and this development
will serve to cut and polish our glorious diamond, enabling the community to shine
brilliantly and realize it’s potential.
Hope this will bring much needed infrastructure to Bragg Creek
As a resident of 33 years, I love this concept and plan. It would only enhance what we
already have and would fill the void of what we don’t. Eg, multiple family residences,
hotel style accommodation and a park within the business area. I’m a big hiker but know
some who would like to be able to enjoy the area but don’t have the accessibility.
This is an incredible blessing for Bragg Creek! A much needed boost to our community,
our commercial sector and hospitality areas. We are so excited for this development
to take place!
Will be great for the economy of the community. I will love to buy a place there
Yes, but do not want this place to become another ‘Banff Avenue’.
Anything that can be done to incorporate the natural treed landscape of the area and
that will retain the view and the look/feel of the area as a treed mountain destination...
not deviating from that (like the horrible local Esso)
Bragg Creek hamlet is located in an important wildlife corridor. The community is proud
of this important aspect and has made it part of its identity and celebrate it. Maintain
the integrity of that character is important for many and necessary to the integrity of
local wildlife habitat.
Giv’r!
I also would prefer local and independent businesses make a home in Bragg Creek rather
than big chain places. Shops that reflect community
The density in your design may be too much for the hamlet and allowable parking.
With the future development planned for south of the hamlet it needs to be considered
and included in how this development proceeds.
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I have appreciated the Gateway team’s listening approach to the development.
This is a well thought through plan.
Fabulous, can’t wait!
Very excited for this change to happen in Bragg Creek!
It’s a well designed, exciting plan!
It will truly bring Bragg Creek back to the vibrant community that it was in the past.
More people with room to move, walk, visit. Increasing the population is key to
keeping a community alive. It will also go along way to bringing the tax base
back up to pre 2013 levels.
Bragg Creek needs growth in order to survive. A viable living option for our aging
population to be able to sell their high maintenance homes and properties and downsize
but still be able to stay in the Creek with minimal maintenance eg. Lawn care/snow removal.
As well as more affordable options for business employees is much needed.
Many people passing through would love to stay overnight, the hotel will be a welcome
addition so that people can enjoy our wonderful restaurants and bars.
Bragg Creek NEEDS this development to happen. If we want our seniors to be able to stay
and our youth to want to stay in the community we need to create jobs and affordable
accessible housing. This project fills those gaps in our community, while providing a fluid
business “core”. The hotel will provide much needed accommodation keeping tourism
dollars in our community supporting our restaurants and retail shops.
I really like the overall concept and think it’s well thought out. I like that it reflects
the revitalization plan. The overall concept will benefit the community through the
spaces it will provide.
Bragg Creek needs a more central focal point for visitors and residences to collect.
Currently we have a few malls and not much detail on what there is to do in the
Bragg Creek area.
It will add value to the community.
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Verbatim for NO responses:
I read in the Gateway promotion material that there would be music playing outside.
This should not be allowed. There is a reason we live in Bragg Creek. We want quiet.
Music playing is not in the spirit of Bragg Creek.
Housing would be good but we need to be ready for evacuation in case of fire
which we are not.
Finally, where will the waste water go from the lodge and hotel and houses?
This needs to be addressed.
To many over sized buildings, looks like Canmore, ASP stated that the buildings not be
taller that the exsisting tree’s but you plan to cut the trees down and plan scrubs. A sneeky
way to get around height restrictions.
Will change the charm of the old shopping centre seeing the hotel etc towering behind it.
I think the residential apartments and townhomes or the hotel should be located elsewhere.
It is high density all in one spot. Also, it looks just like Canmore, do we want that?
Very uninspired.
While I am supportive of many aspects the Bragg Creek area development, access is not
capable of supporting this development at this time. I would be supportive of most of the
development once access issues have been addressed. The Bragg Creek trails area has
overwhelmed the current road and Bridge system
If I had wanted to live in a developed community I would have moved to Canmore or Banff.
Totally wrong for Bragg Creek. Not at all what the hamlet represents.
With proper architectural design, long term sustainability of site as well as some deeper
thought around what this enclave means (not using pseudo indigenous coastal name?)
would be useful and hopefully, really make a unique destination. This planning is for Banff
or a suburb of Calgary-- not the small intimate village of BC.
It is absolutely not in keeping with Bragg Creek. The entire riverscape has already been
destroyed by so-called flood mitigation and has been a nightmare to endure (and still not
over). Then we need 5-7 more years of construction to endure due to your project?
You have a history of not finishing projects...abandonment.
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This project is WAY too big. I live in Bragg Creek. It doubles the size of our community over
the course of a few years. That is going to strain the infrastructure & cause social problems.
Schools are an obvious example. But road congestion, and overcrowding of recreational
areas are another. The parking lots at West Bragg and on 66 already fill up regularly. It
seems likely that doubling the population is going to require increase in emergency services
(fire, police). So this plan seems likely to increase resident’s taxes. That might be fine for
people who do business in town, but not for the rest of us.
I am generally not in favour of such a large development plan within the Hamlet. I would
rather see the hamlet develop more organically within specific guidelines. It is obvious that
a lot of effort has gone into developing a plan which will draw significantly more residents
and tourists that mimics something like Banff, but that is not a vision I share. The amount
of recent development and trail system has really put a lot of pressure on wildlife and
the environment and changed the feel of the community. I moved here to try to coexist
within a natural environment and that no longer seems a priority. I live in West Bragg
Creek and traffic and congestion along the west Bragg road and throughout the hamlet
has become a significant issue and I am also concerned about emergency egress over the
T intersection bridge and down Balsam with increased population. While it will no doubt
lead to increased tax revenue for the municipality, it will also greatly increase the need for
improving infrastructure such as roadways, schools etc. If it goes forward, the roads and
traffic flow need to be improved in advance or we will be even more overwhelmed by
traffic and, as a taxpayer, it seems reasonable that this should be at least partly budgeted
within the development plan. Parking is also a major issue already and it seems unlikely
that the allotted parking will suffice at peak times - underground parking seems strange
given the high water table and the regular issue with flooding in ground level parking. Low
cost housing is essential for staff if this goes forward. I also worry that it will gentrify the
community and make living in Bragg Creek even less affordable for some residents.
I’m not opposed to progress and development in Bragg Creek. What I’m opposed
to relative to the proposed development is the magnitude of the project. Given that
Bragg Creek is bound by its geographical location in terms of possible development,
it’s my opinion that the proposed development is too large scale. To go from no hotel
or multi-family dwellings to a conference center, 120-room hotel, and 170 muti-family
dwellings is too much.
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The current traffic situation in Bragg Creek, on the West Bragg Creek road, and at the
West Bragg Creek trails car park is ridiculous and will not be helped in any way by bringing
more weekend residents and tourists to the area. While I can see why business owners
might support the development, there is absolutely no benefit to current residents of
Bragg Creek. There are enough restaurants and shops to support the local population.
Current residents do not need ‘boutique retail’ or a big hotel.
I contacted how thuscwill improve things for residents. It will increase traffic on Balsm Ave
causing access delays for residents in West Bragg and Wintergreen. Additionally what is
being done to improve the utilities in Bragg.
Absolutely NOT
The development is far too large and imposing. The character and charm of Bragg Creek
will be lost to a development this overbearing.
It breaks my heart that developers look at Bragg Creek, see how quaint and lovely it is, and
then immediately want to change it into something even “bigger and better” and in the
process, destroy the very thing that attracted them to the location to begin with.
My family and I have been longtime Bragg Creek residents and value its unique charms.
I do not feel that Bragg Creek is in need of such a substantial development project whether
it be residential, commercial or recreational. I am concerned by the implications for further
infrastructure development that would be occasioned by increased development, visitors
and population in Bragg Creek. I am also aware that currently not all commercial space is
being used in Bragg Creek.
It looks devoid of any of the nature that is the character of Bragg Creek. There is lots of
concrete and “landscaping. I believe there should be a high percentage of the project left
natural. I am also horrified at the thought of three and four stores buildings. The proposal
makes it look more natural by drawing in mountains behind the buildings to give the look
of nature - mountains that are not there. It is just a wasteland of nature stripped and
buildings and lots of parking.
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I am not convinced Bragg Creek needs a substantial development project. The hamlet
already counts 4 malls and a large amount of parking space, which is significant for a
hamlet. Also, not all commercial space is occupied at all times. This development may imply
more infrastructure development in the future outside the hamlet, when our location does
not necessarily allow for it, at least not in a sound manner. Increased traffic will impact the
surrounding areas as well which I am concerned about.
Verbatim for UNDECIDED responses:
I am pro development as long as there is input from the community, it is important that the
developers contribute to infrastructure improvements to all neighboring land as you plan on
using roads and utilities we have already paid for long ago
I’d like to see Bragg grow and offer more to locals and visitors but not at the expense of the
environment we are trying to enjoy. Any commercial project should have a 100 year plus
lifespan with sustainability in the forefront of all planning.
resort hot tub and steam rooms/sauna
Don’t like the idea of that many people living or staying in multiple level concrete
apartment boxes
Architectural control! Im not impressed with rendering. The marketing pictures showing
tasteful timber frame structures is something I could support. But a Cochrane style
strip mall and conference centre is not!!! I’m all for progress but seeing the marketing
of the steak pit...we all know the ranching history of our community and yes pay tribute
to it in an elevated way. I plan to seek more info on the developers past projects,
engineers and architects.
It would be very sad if this area gets clear cut before construction starts. Bragg Creek is
a forest community and needs to stay that way.
There’s good ideas and energy, but I think it’s way too much, too fast, with too little
appreciation for the negative knock-on effects of such a dramatic increase in population,
daily traffic and business traffic.
Why should the small and delightful hamlet of Bragg Creek be turned
into a ‘true destination’?
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The hamlet and surroundings are glorious. That’s why people like to come here.
I’m encourage by the architectural elements and maintaining greenery.
I am concerned for the increase in traffic, disrespect for lands (people already come here
and leave garbage along the river and roads by our houses), noise
I am do not see how this will enhance our lives for those of us that live here and how this
will enhance the businesses that are already here thrive when they are already struggling
and now have competition. This will still be a weekend destination.
Access to Bragg Creek is already appalling. We still have no secondary egress in an
emergency . This was illustrated very well when Barb reduced her gas price to 32cents at
the Shell garage...gridlock.
There is already a huge increase of traffic heading to west Bragg trails. I think this should
all be addressed first.
I am very concerned that Bragg Creek will lose its essence.
I agree that it needs a bit of a makeover, but feel this is way too much.
Before new development takes place in Bragg Creek there are other roads in and around
the Hamlet that need improvement. After the flood of 2013 I was quite disappointed at the
poor development of White Avenue. Poor drainage and no proper sidewalk development.
Another fact...About half of the stores in a mall off of White Avenue have closed and are
empty...what makes you so sure that the Gateway Village will take off. I think the aesthetics
of Bragg Creek needs an overhaul!
As mentioned above traffic and more specifically traffic control/flow is what has me hesitant.
I would prefer not to see an increase of traffic in the hamlet. We currently have too much
congestion with people driving through the area and they don’t seem to support the
current businesses. I don’t envision Bragg Creek becoming a mini Canmore, though a little
sprucing up would be nice.
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Bragg creek needs more single family housing. This is the oldest demographic in all of
Rockyview. How does your proposal address this? The shops are great but our community
needs to grow. Without an increased population base this development will see the same
issues the current businesses face.
I do in general. Just hate to think of more people out here. It’s already impacted a lot of us
with having the stupid West Bragg trails thing out of control. For years people could just go
and enjoy them. Now, it’s like every idiot needs every trail signed. Oh, and let’s cut more
trails - people come to the wilderness to have more and more trails until there are hardly
any trees! Not. Mainy of us are out here for a wilderness experience - please stop acting
like it all needs to be a Walmart parking lot. Can you balance that? I am hopeful. To me, the
spirit of this development is in the right place, but pragmatically, please, please, remember
those of us who have been enjoying the place for decades as a raw, western experience.
I grew up in the area and have moved back. I am here for the quiet and the idea you know
your neighbors. Big is great for business and outsiders but not necessarily great for the
closeness of a community and the people who are around all the time.
While I am in generally support of this plan as it is, it terrifies me to think of Bragg
Creek one day turning into just another north American town with extensive housing
developments, national brands and big box stores same as everywhere else. I truly hope
that Gateway Village is not the beginning of the end for our ‘gem’.
As a resident of Bragg Creek, I like it being a small town. I moved here to avoid people and
crowds. This will increase the density and along with that things like crime. This is a pristine
piece of the environment and more people means damage. Bragg Creek’s ‘charm’ will
never be the same. The only plus to me is that it may increase my property value.
A large development could fundamentally change the character of Bragg Creek from
a charming rustic mountain community to an overly commercial tourist trap
I fear that such rapid expansion will take away from the current ‘small town’ feel that defines
Bragg Creek as it is today. How will the Gateway accommodate Bragg Creek as it is now?
Is there an effort being put forth to develop an aesthetic that supports our forest loving,
environment supporting community?
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I am, however at this point I would like to see what gateway does with the
suggestions as they take form.
Change is perpetual and the village needs some injection of life and a means to improve
its ergonomics, both to integrate the commercial and residential with the natural
environment and to encourage the tourists and trail users to utilise the existing services
in the village more. The berm etc. is an opportunity to make the river a valuable attraction
that brings people to the village centre and its commercial services and (rather than the ad
hoc integration that currently occurs).
The charm of Bragg is that it is small and locally run. This development looks like it has
been taken directly from Banff and Canmore. The increased traffic and population is going
to tax the services we have, including schools, emergency services - which is a volunteer
fire dept at present, supplemented with mutual aid. They do not have the equipment to
support any of this. There is no medical facility, and no EMS. The infrastructure for this is
not here, playing catch up never a good idea.
I believe it will help the community and probably am a yes. But I have sent a separate email
to the info email outlining my many concerns and until those are addressed I can’t say I’m
yes or no at this time.
I support some of the vision, but definitely not the way it is because it would destroy the
feel of the hamlet. People live here and come here because it is not ‘big box’ and a slice of
the city but a completely different feel and lifestyle. The current vision just makes it a slice
of Calgary. Also, residents don’t want their lifestyle lost and to be put in service of outsiders
and a hotel/conference centre. I would support a vision that expands and builds on what we
have already, not this.
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QUESTION 4
Do you have any ideas you want the team to consider for Gateway Village?
Amenities
Would public washrooms be considered in the area?
RV or bus (Tourist coach) parking?
RV or trailer water fill-up or dump?
winter skating and bonfire pits
Something that supports the artistic heritage of Bragg Creek. A space for theatre would
draw day trippers out and bring increased support for the restaurants.
Skateboard park instead of amphitheater.
Picnic table areas around ponds and or in areas by Berm pathway.
Outdoor market space
Not sure yet. I know with my Community service work on the Boards - Hall and Chamber
we talked about Farmers markets, and I wanted to start a Folk Festival in Bragg Creek.
It looks like you have it covered!
Not sure if the county would allow, but an access point where people could more easily
walk down to the river and interact with it rather than climbing over the large rocks of the
berm. A set of stairs or terraced rocks?
Just a thought, library?
I’ve heard mention over the years of the potential for development of a course for kayaking
in that part of the river. Any thought or potential for that in the future may have some
benefit, maybe not at all worth the ROI.
Is there a open park grassy area to play catch or do yoga outside also kids play area?
Invest on the Mountain trails as a contribution to the community
I’d love to see some form of recreation/activity built into the scheme. The water park idea
presented during the revitalization planning really caught my attention. If not water, perhaps
some kid friendly activity stations where they can engage artistically. Also like to some some
attractants in the form of art - sculptures, murals, worlds largest mountain bike etc.
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I would love to see an outdoor swimming pool incorporated. Not only would it be another
source of revenue, but the kids in the community need a place to congregate in the
summer at the hamlet.
I think it would be an awesome idea to have a pleasant walking loop for people coming to
Bragg for an evening meal out. That way people can go for a stroll then go to a restaurant.
For non creekers it would appear there isnt a walking loop.
I hope that a full spa can be incorporated into this plan, with full amenities like a
variety of saunas, hot tubs, massage, mani-pedi, etc. This is something that I would love
to see, and I know that in a beautiful location like Bragg creek it would become a
destination for many people.
Horse have been a huge part of the history of Bragg. People come with their horses on
their way to and from the mountains. It would be nice to have a designated place within
the development, perhaps on the edge with a hitching rail and a place to park the trailer
or two. Nothing major but a nod to their part in our community.
Dog poop bag station(s). Public Washrooms (?).
Dog park
Bike racks. Visitor info on trail networks nearby. Support the grocery store to renovate.
Any allotted space for shuttle service to hiking trails?
An safe area for bicycles and ebikes would be welcome.
Access to the river up and over the berms for fisherpeople, whitewater enthusiasts,
and townie deer are important considerations.
A fenced dog park would be awesome as many don’t have fenced yards to let their dogs
run. As well travellers passing through with pets need somewhere to let their dogs get
exercise during long car rides. Would bring in more people off the highways that would
just bypass Bragg normally.
Seating is going to be important in areas of the village. Park benches, picnic tables, and
other areas where families can gather and feel that they are in a park like area. Currently
one of the problems with Bragg Creek, is that there are very few places to sit and enjoy
nature without being near a street or parking lot
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Architectural and Design Elements
Traffic!!!!
Design with the earth-based materials and general concept, but not a cookie-cutter cutesy
mountain village. Not a mini Canmore as the photos suggest. I love Canmore, but Bragg
Creek is Bragg Creek with its own unique character and your plan does not reflect it. I
appreciate your effort, but it’s not quite there yet.
Timber and quality construction that will stand the test of time.
The look, the look, the look... please no mini Canmore. Let’s make it uniquely Bragg Creeka little roughness around the edges.
Please work hard to keep the Bragg Creekbstyle. Think Kananaskis Lodge,
NOT our Esso station.
Please keep Bragg Creek rustic.
Please ensure the commercial/housing design is consistent with the existing ‘rustic’ favour.
My only idea would be to keep the facade as rustic and simple as possible. It should blend
in with the environment instead of looking like another piece of Calgary.
Historically, horse culture was an important and integral part of Bragg Creek life and
produced some notable horse experts. It would be nice to honour that history with some
unique equine-themed designed elements and perhaps titles of places or buildings.
Continue to consult with local groups and ensure that design looks very conducive
to our mountain foothills ‘vibe’.
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Commercial and Retail
Would be nice if new Steak pit had patio (or area that can still be enclosed in Winter)
to overlook river. Thinking something like Park Distillery in Banff / HalfHitch Cochrane
...garage style doors that can be raised in warm weather. Be so nice to have a meal / drinks
overlooking our beautiful views :) + a Local taxi service
Please plan to buy up the properties in the existing mall where retailers have to pay
exorbitant rents to their greedy landlord whose not highly regarded here. E.g. long overdue
modern grocery store needed - current one is dated, overpriced & financial struggle.
Parking can be a nightmare in the summer months - which is good for the retailers but
makes life impossible for residents w. LONG traffic backups coming in from Redwood &
Banded Peak school - hamlet swamped & crawling w city folk.
I would update the page The Steak Pit has been gone for more than five years now.
I would like to see another larger restaurant space. Potentially a community gym,
this is something that is missing
I would like to see another grocery store.
Hire me for the hotel/conference center! Always wanted to work in a hotel but didn’t
want to have to commute or move.
Encourage unique restaurants and shops - would not encourage ‘big box’ retailers
or chain restaurants.
Brew pub for steak pit
Affordable retail space to support building client loyalty and reducing commercial turnover.
For the commercial sector, effective signage will be a huge benefit.
1) Have local independent shop owners (Alberta offers many), no franchises; 2) Offer a
commercial space to a First Nations shop owner; 3) Preserve existing structures/cabins, and
align with their character/size (cabins, logs, etc). Apart from historic/aesthetic value, there
is great financial value in it, as tourism (if calculated/sound) can be an important source of
revenue. But we shouldn’t become Canmore 4) Use native flowers/plants/trees, which have
an aesthetic, economic, educational value.
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Community Impact/Integration
Make it a people place! Bragg Creek doesn’t have true public community spaces. It would
be great to have a well working town square that has activity and is programmed and draws
residents and visitors into the site. Also the idea of completing a ‘loop’ tying in with
White Avenue and Balsam Avenue and turn Gateway Street into an active, vibrant
Highstreet character street.
Finally, keep this year round subdivision connected to the community through the GBCTA
and BCCA. There is lots of opportunity to build with existing groups for a positive future for
this community. Your timing is excellent, given the increased interest in this beautiful area.
Very interested in how the development will incorporate and support the
Community Centre.
What I worry about is storefront left empty, such as they are in the main hamlet.
There needs to be incentives for stores to open, and stay open, in this area.
We are a small homey community. Bringing Large conventions here with a convention
center will take away from that fact.
Tie into the Trading post by having a Loop from Gateway up river to the Trading Post, then
circling back to West Bragg via a pedestrian bridge.
Step back and think of the locals and not $$$$$. People dontcwant to become
another suburb of Calgary.
Remove the building that runs right behind the Powderhorn mall and the Senior’s Chalet,
you will block all the afternoon sun making it so the only people to enjoy this area are those
living in the buildings and the tourists, does nothing for the locals that are already here.
Please be sure to have a substantial buffer of trees between parking lot and the road just
before the bridge so that we are not always looking at a sea of cars.
Following from my comment above, the Gateway proposal could build on the integration
aspect and provide a much more focused village in terms of it’s recreational and commercial
centre. I hope as well, the proposals emphasise and preserve the natural habitat and wildlife
of the area
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Most residents I know do not want Bragg Creek to become like Canmore. This plan seems
to take our community in that direction very rapidly. Canmore is fine for some people, but
most of us chose Bragg Creek because of its low-key vibe, small-town feel, lack of crime,
etc. This development turns it on its head.
I was a member of the Bragg Creek Revitalization Committee and I always felt that one
additional piece of the plan was missing isn’t physical infrastructure. What is missing is a
standing ‘committee’ (or something) that can shepard a long-term economic development
vision/strategy and help to develop initiatives (and funding plans) that can accelerate the
growth of the community. Can the Gateway project provide support for a local economic
development position or committee? Good ROI I bet
I think if you can include local businesses during the construction phases I think you
would be on to a winner
I love the old shopping centre, that is the most charming spot. Worried the new architecture
and tall buildings is going to change the whole feel of the street. I wish the buildings
weren’t so high . I understand the need for a hotel and more residential units just don’t
want the whole character of the street changed forever.
Balancing the small town/village feel (that is why we moved out here 25 years ago)- space,
clean air, no noise, nature, views , with supporting commercial businesses (I know they need
foot traffic) but not being overrun.
It is important to keep the development in line with the character of Bragg Creek, which I
think this proposal has done. I hope that this does not lead to further development of highdensity housing city neighborhoods, why come from the city to be in a city.
In my email I outline a committee of locals that should be engaged. I do believe it should
be volunteer, but that it requires and application process so the individuals are qualified to
represent the multitude of persons in Bragg Creek and can clearly understand projects such
as these. They should be able to inform the project, not stall it with lack of understanding.
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Affordability for business owners, home owners and visitors. It would be unfortunate for the
new development to be a place that is affordable for only high income earners. It may be
a thought to include a hostel for youth income and individuals using the trails that prefer
a community experience. Perhaps considering space for an artist co-op studio/sales area/
music workshop space that would build on what Bragg Creek used to be known for before
rents became prohibitive for that sort of venue. It would be great to be an area known for
supporting it’s artists and musicians.
I would hope that the rustic charm and relaxed atmosphere would remain, the design and
building materials certainly have a mountain lifestyle feel to them which I think supports that
theme. I would like to see the new expansion build on community inclusiveness- that new
development would be inviting and affordable to those who live here so as to support the
various venues not just those that come to visit.
I have mentioned them in the last section. I would be in support of a vision that expands
and builds on what we have already - Bragg Creek is a unique place - rather than changing
the very nature of the hamlet and turning it into a watered down little slice of Calgary. The
vision doesn’t capture the uniqueness.
Be true to the hamlet charm. Bragg Creek is unique because it isn’t a cookie cutter, tired,
tourist-trap collection of multiunit housing projects and resorts.
If this project does move ahead I would ask that the project respect its natural setting as
well as the unique historic and aesthetic character of the hamlet of Bragg Creek and its
surrounding community, this includes preserving existing structures in the community. I
would also ask for the commercial area to prioritize local independently owned business, a
strength of our community, and to not open up the community to large chain businesses.
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Environment and Sustainability
This is a very large build in a hamlet that developed because people love the outdoors.
Yet in the presentation there is no mention of sustainability, efficiency, or environmental
footprint. Wood and rocks are often used as green washing for projects since they get
sourced “locally” but it is meaningless for sustainability. What I would like to see is some
innovative sustainability to make sure Bragg is having a development occur that will be
good for Bragg now and in 100 years.
River access for migrating animals. noise from the open public areas.
more focus on riparian conservation and natural preservation and
historical character of hamlet.
Incorporate existing trees into the plan
How can we grow in a sustainable manner that is both modern and reflective of
current Bragg Creek culture?
Ensuring wildlife movements in the area and across the river and ensuring the
development’s design remains as ‘natural and native’ as possible is essential. Uninterrupted
green lanes/connections across the hamlet are needed. I realize the berm is a significant
barrier to wildlife movements that is not the developer’s responsibility. The developer’s
efforts to negotiate human/wildlife access on both sides of the river would be much
appreciated and go a long way to remedy this major flaw.
Rethink sustainability, low cost housing, long care homes, and public art! The 4 or 5 bullet
points on public art are a bad excuse and filler material only.
Attention to dark knight lighting, energy efficiency and overall community.
Natural aspects to retain what is beautiful and attractive about Bragg Creek.
I had hopes that the proposal would represent a respect and love for Bragg Creek.
The rendering made part of it look like a mountain resort - they should be forced to remove
that deception to show that this will actual be a large part of Bragg Creek stripped bare
and then re-landscaped.
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Housing and Density
Yes, maximize permanent housing options - retirement villas, recreational condos,
seniors-friendly condos, affordable rental options for employees
Restrictions on AirBNB and VRBO please. Hospitality units might consider rooms
for bike prep and ski waxing.
What zoning is planned for the residential village? Would the options exist for senior
independent living (55+), or assisted living (perhaps a phase 4).
Townhomes and increase density of residential homes. Look at Garrison Woods in
Calgary or parts of Canmore. Mixed commercial / residential that is supported by
single family homes.
Residential units that provide universal access for those with disabilities.
Perhaps consider including bungalow villa style bungalows for over 50’s.
My only concern is that there might be a temptation for speculators to acquire residential
properties and turn them into AirB&B type operations, which could turn the place into
party central and a liability for the community. A prohibition on that should be included
in any leases and condo by-laws. I’m sure the operator of the hotel would want to
discourage such activity, as well.
Make the housing permanent residences not weekend retrests like happened in canmore.
Just the height of the structures as mentioned above.
It would be nice if a few of the residential units were small studio style to
accommodate single people.
I think the residential aspect will take off and may need to be larger. Also i would like
to see a separate retirement village added.
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Infrastructure
Will this finally get telus off their asses to upgrade the internet services
to the people of Bragg??
When I first heard that Dick was involved my first question was, where’s the stage?
It’s there and probably in the Steak Pit too. I’d suggest having power available in the
stage area. If there’s going to be farmers markets and exhibition space there should
probably be power and wireless communication available. There’s no plan shown for
electricity, gas and communication. I’d suggest eschewing any copper communication
infrastructure. The hotel, residences and businesses will need fibre.
Space for a fire department and a dispatch office for a police department.
Rockyview has to be supportive of increasing tax revenue from the Bragg Creek area
development, use the leverage to encourage proper access infrastructure
Please consider your internet solution: many local networks are already saturated.
Please advise the area wide update to 5G plans. Bragg has never had proper internet and
Explornet is like living in 1995 with dial up modems and costs way higher than the city. We
desperately need competition and better access. No modern deveoplment can thrive in
the digital area with our a digital backbone. Make internet access free in the new Village
and you will be loved as a builder of better Bragg for all of us.
I don’t think we have the social services: education, policing, emergency health etc to
support this project. Progress for the sake of progress is not always for the best.
I am concerned the added residences could put strain on the school. Roadways into/out
of Bragg are already a concern. Hopefully this project is advocating to fix this problem.
I am concerned about traffic in the hamlet -we already have trouble as Bragg Creek
residents during summer weekends. Also concerned about heavy use of West Bragg Creek
trailhead - again, too busy for the infrastructure capacity.
As noted, infrastructure supports.
Please consider what the increase in population will do to the already stretched resources
available. Developing another Banff or Canmore is not what anyone should want for Bragg.
I am all for keeping it vital and moving forward, but responsibly.
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Nothing so far. I had mentioned in-person that I hoped construction would take into
account FireSmart construction principles.
Mobility and Accessibility
Please ensure accessibility for all. Many residence in the area have mobility issues.
My daughter is one of them and is in a wheelchair. Please design in a manner that
adheres to current accessibility recommendations. Thank you.
Down town Canmore and Banff were great this year when cars were not allowed.
I think looking at how to make the new development all walker friendly.
Park your car away and stroll.
All residential and commercial buildings should be accessible for seniors and the disabled.
Residential suites should be specifically designed to accommodate curbless showers,
36’ interior doorways, lever door handles etc.
You HAVE to tie this to access points into Bragg Creek- pressure the MD and province
together the infrastructure built to support this increase in traffic.
Reconsider Project
Yes. Abandon it please. Better to subdivide now that you’ve bought up and levelled all
the shacks and build single-family quality homes no greater than 2 storeys, like every other
structure in Bragg Creek. Need explanation for ridiculous plan to have underground parking
at Old West Mall and put it back into the river??? Not enough room for all my questions.
Price of new housing?
This development needs to be reconsidered. We are a small hamlet and the majority of
the residents living here do not want significant growth in this area. We moved here to get
away from the city and not to have a Canmore-type setting in the core of the hamlet.
Keep it out of our community but of course someone will get paid under the table and it
will proceed; we really do not need this here.
It’s an ugly monstrosity.
Hmm. Traffic issues, multilevel housing. I agree with Seniors Housing BUT NO MORE
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Consider scrapping the plan and providing what Bragg Creek residents need, which is
dedicated seniors’ accommodations. If you get permission to proceed, please at least
restrict the residential component to seniors’ living apartments so that you are genuinely
addressing the real need for people to downsize but stay in their community. We all know
that although such seniors could buy a condo they won’t be attractive to seniors as they’ll
be surrounded by Air B&B lets and weekend-only condos.
As above. Re-consider the design and permanent housing.

Regional Neighbours
I’d like to see consideration in two main areas: Indigenous relations, incorporating
involvement in design and function of the facility with our Tsuutina neighbours, to help
create greater awareness and appreciation for their culture and knowledge.
Wildlife - Marketing and education campaigns in respect of animals in the area.
Include Tsu Tina. Interpretive Teepee area in summer? ongoing relationship building
with tsu Tina neighbors.

Scope and Size
This project feels too large for our community. I feel this project, on a much smaller scale
would be more appropriate.
The illustrations seem to be taken from Canmore and Banff. What will make this
development unique? I feel it will just be a giant parking lot
Why not stay smaller? A 10 room bed and breakfast hotel, then visitors could support
the restaurants already here.
Scale it back, have Gateway compliment the hamlet and the area, less height for the
buildings, less Canmore feel?
I would like the team to consider the proposed development on a much smaller scale that
is more alignined with our tiny hamlet. More specifically, I would be more agreeable if this
project was scaled down i.e. 30-50 room inn/hotel and far less multi-family dwellings.
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Consider a more boutique hotel idea with smaller amounts of sustainable housing
while prioritizing the a small town and natural esthetic
Reduce the size and scope significantly.
Make the hotel and buildings small and more rural looking
Traffic and Parking
Worried about traffic! We live close by and already try to avoid Bragg on weekends
when the weather is nice due to the terrible traffic. Also worried about light pollution.
We appreciate the dark and enjoy sky watching.
Traffic flow in and out of the hamlet
Traffic
This is still a rural area and as such vehicular traffic is going to be there. Any form of public
transit is still a ways off. Revitalization of the hamlet is a wonderful idea and I applaud
your efforts to do so.
There’d need to be a couple of roundabouts and a couple of lights to allow the
infrastructure to handle this greatly increased traffic. Also, you might want to somehow
consider moving the entrance for the Steakpit parking entrance further east so as to reduce
congestion at this intersection ... and put in a light at Gateway Drive. Also there would need
to be a number of new crosswalks.
The highway into Bragg creek is already a complete disaster. Adding considerable more
traffic will negatively impact all residents as well as visitors. The infrastructure surrounding
Bragg Creek already exceeds capacity, adding more traffic will be a mess.
The Gateway Project sounds like a brilliant idea that would definitely bring more people out
to Bragg Creek and Aesthetically breathe a fresh life into this area but the access into this
town needs better traffic flow first. There are already traffic jams happening off of Highway
22 on any given weekend into the town.
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Really investigate traffic options very carefully. This means more than just traffic lights
and/or a traffic circle. It will be vital to have free uninterrupted flow in and out of the
main streets to West Bragg, Wintergreen and the Prov Park during both normal and peak
weekend periods.
I beleive I mentioned this in an earlier e-mail but i am concerned about the increased
traffic Gareway will bring into the area. We STILL haven’t seen any further motion on
the ACCESs / EGRESS emergency road. Would Gateway consider making a FINANCIAL
contibution to it’s creation?
Good street planning doesn’t add to the chronic weekend traffic and parking congestion
within the townsite.
Gateway Drive could become a significant corridor diverting intra village traffic away from
the Highway 22 4-way intersection. That’s good, I think, but could present a challenge
controlling capacity and speed.
DESIGN - Consider the position of parking. Car parks should NOT be given prime real
estate i.e. Parking lots are not the vision you should be subjected to as you walk or
drive down the Main Street. The block positioned for the Steak Pit should not be taking
prime real estate on the road and by the river, where a beautiful river walk should begin.
Parking should be hidden and softened, dispersed amongst the village. No 1960’s parking
blockades. This is Bragg Creek, every aspect must be beautiful.
Consider underground parking for all hotel and living units.
And electrical vehicle charging ports
As a West Bragg Creek resident, my big concern is TRAFFIC, both at the 4 way ‘crazy
corner’AND increased number of vehicles in the area. We still don’t have any progress
on the proposed ACSESS / EGRESS emergency road and I worry Gateway will only add to
this very serious concern. Might Gatway consider contributing financially to it’s creation?
This would be a huge ‘ perk ‘ to supporting this proposal.
please consider traffic around the area ... we need better roads for this development and
what exists isn’t going to work (it is already bad enough as it is). I know they are going to
temporarily put up traffic lights, but if Alberta Transportation doesn’t get it right, you are
going to have grouchy, unhappy community neighbours!
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Other
Push to reopen the ski hill at Wintergreen. Bragg gets really dead in the winter.
Bad for business
No
It seems perfect
Local investor opportunities.
It would be great if Bragg became a mini Canmore !
I would hope that you build quality buildings, not like many of the poorly constructed
ones in Canmore. They look very nice on the outside but many are poorly constructed.
Ensure you use Pre-Applied waterproofing for the underground parking. Use a quality self
adhered vapour permeable air barrier and not just tyvec under your cladding choices.
This will save you energy costs.
I think you have covered everything.
Hi, [name redacted] here, please let us know if you would like us to bid on any log
components of the project.[Name redacted] and I would love to be involved.
Thanks [names redacted]
Hello, [name redacted] here. [name redacted] and I would love to be involved in some log
aspects of the project if there are any. We have Moose Mountain Log Homes so please do
not hesitate to call. Thank you
Employers cld easily attract employees for the lifestyle. Mtn bike trails, trail running,
xc skiing in winter. Have a place for farmers markets. A school. Lots of park, greenways
w trails running from town to Redwood M + west to West Bg ck trails/Moose Mtn. Tasteful
design/quality sound insul betw walls. Not cheap stuff. There is only one chance to do
it right and make it a desirable place. Mess it up and it’s over. Don’t be greedy. Ppl want
nature, aesthetics, not treeless city sprawl, noise.
Could this plan have some influence on the revitalization of the Wintergreen ski area?
Complete asap
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QUESTION 5
Do you have any questions about the Gateway Village plan that weren’t
answered in the presentation?
You won’t respond, but it’s interesting that our Rocky View councilor suddenly agreed to the
Springbank Dam, hated by most Creekers who tended to prefer the McLean Creek plan,
so that Wilco could start the flood mitigation. This was allegedly a trade so that the traffic
circle at the four-way stop would get built, but it was going to be built anyway. Without that
mitigation, this development wouldn’t be happening. Hmmm. A lot of money at stake here.
Does this pass the sniff test?
Plan was well laid out looking forward to getting more information as you move forward.
I know parking and through traffic will be a concern like it was with the Brewery
presentation. But I think you have addressed sufficient parking. Reassure local Creekers
that they will have enough well water (some fear drought with development) and parking,
with no backlog of cars making it difficult for us to get our mail and groceries!
Let them know how our taxes will stay the same, and property values will be higher
b/c of growth in the area.
No/not at this time (12 responses)
We are curious about any plans for the rest of White Avenue? How much area does the
public parking cover? What is happening with the previously named Countrywood, current
ice-cream store and the land just west of that (old cabin - is it historic)?
Will the electrical for this development be underground?
Will the development tie into the current municipal water and wastewater system? If so, do
you know how that may affect current residents using that system?
We are sure we will think of more later!!
I own a mechanical company that supplies HVAC/R, ELECTRICAL, SHEET METAL and
PLUMBING. I have an interest in a store front/office and bay in the hamlet. Will there be any
commercial space allocated for those types of businesses or just commercial retail?
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I would like information on plans for residental development sales. Will the apartments
and or town houses be available for purchase pre build. Will the apartments be rental and
managed by a management company or sold?
What is the ratio of residential properties in terms of rental/owner?
Will owner properties be subject to condo fees?
Are their specific units suitable for seniors and are they rental or owner?
These new commercial and hospitality features will likely need affordable accommodation
for employees, I’m not sure I saw options for that. This is a massive undertaking and I
applaud this group for potentially changing the community for the better and following
a plan that has extensive community input.
How will the back-side views/access of the existing commercial buildings
be accommodated?
Has there been any additional thought to expand residential up the hill toward the school?
How will work progress here in relation to the traffic circle at the main Bragg Creek
intersection? If anything that is needed first before even more cars start to arrive.
Water and sewer management.
Overall timelines and construction management
There’s well established, highly talented nonprofit artisan group in Bragg Creek. A
non-profit storefront or outdoor market opportunity would be welcomed by all to exhibit
artworks - famous for Bragg Christmas show & sale for decades as always v well attended.
With many future expected tourists & focus on ‘buying local’ now (Covid), plse keep local
$ in OUR economy instead of disappearing overseas esp. as financial crisis/recovery.
Make room for all community not just entitled arrogant rich.
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What about water and wastewater? Many living in Bragg Creek already do not have
access to that system.
Also how will the underground car park not flood when the water table rises? Our sump
goes flat out just in our basement.
Will there be any provision to improve Balsam Ave walking? The sidewalk is impassable
a lot of the year and vehicle drivers get upset if we walk in the road.
Are there opportunities to invest? (personal identifying information removed)
How can we get this all built faster?
Balsam Ave is referred to as the main street in Bragg Creek but I think that, historically,
practically and geographically the main street is actually White Ave. If Balsam is, in fact
the main street, and therefore will carry more of a load than it does, currently, it is important
to consider its connection to existing infrastructure (or lack of) particularly the (yet to
be built) Emergency Egress on the north side of the river. Could help to expedite the
construction of the egress?
Why are you calling the hotel, Wake Siah Lodge. Do you know what it means? If so please
let the BCHS know. It is not a historical building built in the 30’s. It was the location that
made it important to the Hamlet not the name. You had to pass it to get to the bridges
making it central.
All these condo’s & townhouses, to many people, should wait to see how the flood wall
works. Historical the river breaches down at the trading post and that is the lowest of all
the flood wall.
I’m interested, will research and let you know. The project is huge in scope and will
substantially contribute to the Bragg Creek of the future. The eye sore that is the gas
station/Harvey’s reminds me that architecture significantly influences a community.
This could be great for Bragg or a complete nightmare.
What types of businesses? Also do you have a limit on the number of similar stores
that open up in an Area?
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Will there be rentable accommodation? Does this plan encourage young, dynamic people
to move into the area? For example, you are a young person who wishes to set up a
business such as Communitea in Canmore but cannot afford to also purchase a home in
Bragg Creek. Once the business is providing a good income you intend to buy. This plan
must provide that ladder to encourage young people with drive to make Bragg Creek their
home. They will set up exciting new businesses here.
I’d like to see a site map and elevations and other construction drawings.
Where are you going to pull water from and what septic system is anticipated?
Bragg Creek wastewater?? Is it capable?
The level of residential and visitor access to this area is well beyond the capabilities of
the road system and all I see in this presentation is more roads being added which means
even more congestion to our hamlet. Some housing and senior housing is acceptable
but definitely NOT multi-residential complexes or hotels. Again if people want to have
Canmore - they can go to Canmore
Not at this time. I do hope we’ll have the opportunity for ‘live’ public open houses
What area’s will be for public use?
I was never a fan of the Steak Pit, but I think an upscale pub overlooking the river with
good ‘comfort food’ and quality craft beer would be great. I don’t know what happened
to Barouque’s plans.
I’d like to see greater detail / elevations on the development and what exactly the buildings
and amenities are going to look like. Also, how will this developments demand for water /
wastewater affect the relatively new water treatment plant?
Well done presentation.
What are the predicted traffic volumes, density, construction management. Huge impact on
Balsam. How is sewage to be handled, considering the current plant emits disdainful odour.
see my comments
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Traffic plan? Sewage & Services? What benefit will this bring directly to the people and
businesses of Bragg Creek? Will it enhance the business of other retreat centres and
hospitality services currently struggling to survive in this climate?
Isn’t the housing project something that has been needed for a long time? Yet this is the
last item on your proposed schedule. That seems strange to me.
Curious to learn what type of businesses might populate the Commercial Village?
Have you selected an Interior Design Company to choose finishes and fittings yet? If not, I
would be very interested in working on this project as I operate out of (personal identifying
information removed). My website is (personal identifying information removed) and phone
number is (personal identifying information removed). Thank-you!
The proposed look and feel of the development are very ‘Canmore’ - Very ‘urban.’ Bragg
Creek is not that. This project has the opportunity to propose an architecture that can
reflect Bragg Creek’s identity... perhaps more ‘cottage’ look, ‘close to nature,’ familyoriented, early settlement feel? And most certainly not the BC Esso’s ‘Jetson’ look :-)
Where is the proposed underground parking and for how many vehicles?
After February 2021, are we looking at commencement the same year?
No, I just dont support your plan.
Who are the designers?
What are your plans for Water? Waste Water?
Is the county prepared to add additional highway access to the hamlet itself?
Having one access point at that 4 way stop is not enough as is.
Flood mitigation/water table issues. Ability of Bg Ck to handle increased sewage and
traffic. Schools for increased numbers. Medical/hosp facility..nearest one or plans for new?
I know that’s a govt issue ..
Environmental impact. Should try to incorporate renewable energy and
eco-friendly practices
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Will there be fire mitigation by form of hydrants built into the plan to add protection
accessible to the town at large. What impact will this have on local infrastructure (roads,
water, internet) and is the developer covering the costs vs rate-payers flipping the bill?
What is planned for transition buffers between new and old so the rest of our town doesn’t
look like shit in comparison? Will the proposed traffic circle provide enough relief for early
morning commutes by 200+ more people?
Very detailed presentation. All questions were answers. I was impressed with the thought
and planning that have gone into Gateway Village. Cannot wait to see this become a
reality for our community.
IS it downloadable as a pdf?
More detailed info on residential components.
when will one get more info. on the living spaces become available
See above question response.
p.s....Dick, I am an audio engineer and should you require consultation, sales, or operation
assistance with your audio needs for the amphitheatre please feel free to contact me.
(Personal identifying information removed).
Covid permitting, it would be really great to have an open house at the Snow Birds Chalet
prior to further actions.
How many more public engagements do you plan prior to starting the project?
Where does all the waster water go to? Directly into the river? Do we have capacity
for the waste water?
How do you fill the ponds with water?
Many. I am an adjacent (very nearby) landowner yet I have never been approached by you
once. I am a long-time resident with 2 single-family properties I intended to leave to my
family. Major developers always have big plans without regard for surrounding long-time
residents. You abandoned the Steak Pit property (after spending huge sums of money on
your plans to rebuild) and left the mess behind when you so kindly gave it to the Rocky
View Foundation (they had to deal with the cleanup).
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How will current residents, seniors and young adults specifically, be guaranteed
opportunities to purchase residential units so as to maintain a lifetime cycle of generations
in the community. Will they be out bid by external investors buying 2nd homes or weekend
getaways which will not support the commercial expansion. Will utility infrastructure cope
and how will the already excess traffic volume be managed/mitigated. How will the natural
wildlife and serenity of the area be preserved.
See above.
There are many development plan submitted for Bragg creek but none of the get
succeeded. I hope that this will happened and change the complete look of Bragg creek
I think that Dick has done a great job of addressing questions. As identified above, one
of my main concerns centers on the sheer magnitude of this proposed project. Dick has
attempted to address this concern on social media by stating that the team has to meet a
‘critical mass’ in order for the project to be viable. In my opinion, this stance is financially
motivated. It moves away from what is perhaps best for the community as a whole
and for existing residents.
Just about internet.
no - I am very excited about what this development can do for our community.
There is no explanation of how more weekend condos and a big hotel contribute to the
preservation of the natural areas of the river and Kananaskis Country. Just because you
can build something, doesn’t mean that you should. The Earth is finite, and growth cannot
continue indefinitely. Natural processes are not growth-oriented, they are adaptationoriented. West Bragg Creek trails (which is where all these condo-dwellers and hotel-stayers
will be heading), cannot support indefinite growth.
I went to the presentation centre and was very impressed with all the detail and
thought process involved and believe Gateway Village will complement what already
exists in Bragg Creek.
integration with existing town structure plan and vision
In the event AB TRANSP. will not fix the left turn off Burnside onto Hwy 22, how will you
address ‘thru’ Gateway traffic during the 4-6 year construction?
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Every question was answered at the presentation
How is the infrastructure managed? Ie water supply, sewage, internet service (already poor
and inconsistent (can’t reliably ‘work from home’), add more users to the ‘line’ less available
for the community and make it even more unreliable.
Are you being compliant with dark skies or is this really going to increase light pollution.
Financial implications for the community- are we funding part of this? are our taxes going
to increase to pay for this?
Can the current water treatment system handle the hotel/spa as well as the
residential/commercial demand?
Will there be spare capacity for other developments once this one is put in?
More about roads around Gateway: We need the roundabout! Also, I want to be able
to turn left onto 22...it’s too dangerous at that junction with hordes of people coming
to W Bragg.
I have questions regarding residential interior layouts. Are you taking down payments
to secure a unit. Who can I contact and how ?
No, the presentation was well thought out and addressed.
What is the vision to include sustainability measures for this development?
Bragg Creek is very much about preserving nature and it would be great to
make a statement with this development.
I have also found the more detailed PDF and I reviewed all additional material.
I have outlined my questions in an email I sent to the info address.
There should be an engagement question that asks whether the person opining actually
owns property within the hamlet of Bragg Creek and whose property will actually be
impacted by this. I’m sure you will get support from tourists who get to come out for the
day but then get to leave.
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Given the number of vehicles that the development and hotel density must support,
and the site footprint, underground parking is a must. But I have heard that underground
development that close to the river, with a high water table, is challenging.
Have engineering studies been done to ensure that underground parking is
really feasible in this site?
My family and I live on (personal identifying information removed). While we are not living
within the hamlet, it seems inevitable that this development plan will increase traffic not
only within the hamlet and on highway 22, but also on 758, which is of concern for us.
Nor do we want to see an expansion of 758 in the future to accommodate increased traffic.
What’s happening to all the unleashed empty space in the other malls?
I am not sure I could find information regarding transportation:
My family lives on (personal identifying information removed). It seems inevitable that this
development plan will increase traffic not only within the hamlet and on 22, but also on 758.
We do not want to see an expansion of 758 in the future to accommodate increased traffic.
Increased traffic could also lead to more road kills and affect regular wildlife passages.
-Will we have more space (limited here) to share ideas/concerns/questions?

We wish to thank all respondents for their feedback and a confidential list
of those providing their names has been provided to Rocky View County Council
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